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In today’s rapidly changing IT and business environment, service adaptability is a 
critical weapon for survival. This is particularly true for web and mobile services 
that need serve many users, with varying requirements for a service.  Inflexible, 
not well thought-out architectural design decisions can reduce upfront service 
engineering costs, but may also hinder options for future enhancements and 
profitability of a service.  
The main subject of this thesis is adaptability of web services in view of 
constraints of architectural models and how adaptability, along with many other 
factors, affects service profitability. The main deliverable of the thesis is an 
economic model of service profitability that formally represents and ties together 
factors pertaining to service profitability, allowing service providers better 
understand the trade-offs involved in decisions regarding service profitability, and 
also to do quantitative reasoning about service profitability. We propose a 
software tool based on this model to help service providers analyze cost-benefits 
of different service engineering and provisioning strategies.  
The first part of our work studies the profound impact of service adaptability on 
service profitability. Adaptability is particularly difficult to achieve for mobile 
services that are expected to dominate computing on-the-go in the future. 
Therefore in addition to the economic model, as a secondary theme of the thesis, 
we studied the adaptability of mobile apps and its impact to the quality of the 
mobile services. Here, the main deliverable are the insights to how the strengths 
and limitations of adaptation strategies influence the quality of a family of mobile 




strategies, demonstrate practicality of the proposed adaptation strategies with an 
example of a family of mood self-assessment mobile service apps and conducted a 
comparative study on the impact of these adaptation strategies.  
Unique contribution of the thesis is in addressing and formalizing the intimate 
relationship between adaptability and profitability of web services and the impact 
of adaptability to quality of mobile services, the topics that has not received 
attention so far in service adaptability research. In particularly for web services, 
we considered adaptability in the context of other factors that collectively 
determine service profitability, trying to qualify and quantify the inter-play among 
those factors. This analysis led to an economic model of service profitability, to 
our best knowledge the first of that kind in service research. While we believe our 
proposed economic model of service profitability is useful in current form, there 
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1 Thesis Introduction  
1.1 Background and Motivation 
Adaptability of a service is the ease at which a service or parts of the service may 
be adapted to the changing requirements. Fast-paced changes of business 
environments stimulated by technological innovations make adaptability a top 
desirable quality of software today. Understanding and adopting the right 
adaptability designs have long-term positive effect on the service and business.  
Multi-tenant Software as a Service (SaaS) is an emerging software application 
delivery model where Service Providers provision the network, hardware, 
operating system and application for organizations (Service Tenants). To Service 
Providers, one of their key objectives is to maximise service profitability which 
depends on the cost of engineering a service for a given base of tenants, on the 
service provisioning cost, and on the revenue gained from selling the service to 
that tenant base. The tenant base depends on the range of service variability, 
which is the Service Provider’s ability to adapt service requirements to meet 
tenant expectations. Service Providers try to engineer services for adaptability to 
varying requirements of possibly large base of tenants. With more tenants on-
boarded, the unit costs for each tenant decreases and the relative economic 
advantage of the SaaS business model increases. If tenants’ requirements for 
service vary only moderately, it is possible to engineer required variability into a 
service on cost-optimal service architecture whereby all the tenants share the same 
service instance during service execution. However, such cost-optimal SaaS 




Service Providers should plan their strategies based on understanding of factors 
affecting service profitability and their mutual inter-dependencies. For Service 
Provider to make informed decisions that maximise service profitability can be 
challenging. To the best of my knowledge, there is lack of economics-driven 
service adoption evaluation methods; therefore service adoption is usually made 
without evaluating in details whether it is economically worthwhile to invest for 
the long-term. 
Service adaptability is also particular important for mobile services. The use of 
mobile services has grown extensively due to wide-spread use of mobile phones. 
Healthcare is an area where mobile services can be particularly useful. In mobile 
healthcare (mHealth), mobile apps can monitor patient’s health regularly and 
keeping the doctor remotely informed of the patient’s condition. For monitoring, 
mHealth apps such as mood self-assessment apps need to be configurable for 
multiple contexts of the monitoring, customizable to patient’s profile and specific 
problem that the patient suffers from (e.g., depression or anxiety). The variability 
of required features in these mobile apps makes adaptability particularly crucial 
during the design of these mobile apps. Service Provider needs an effective 
mobile apps adaptation strategy to manage the variability of features in these 
mobile apps to fulfil the objectives of the patient monitoring.  
1.2 Thesis Goal and Scope 
The goal of this thesis is to define, implement and validate an economic model 
and practical method for Service Provider to understand the decisions that 
collectively determine service profitability and decide on the most profitable 




profitability we give prime importance to factors that have to do with service 
adaptability such as choice of service architecture and the use of construction-time 
and runtime customization strategies. Because mobile services are set to be of 
great importance, in a separate secondary part of the thesis in continuation of the 
topic on service adaptability, we studied the mobile apps adaptability strategies 
and its impact to the quality of mobile services. 
We propose to fulfil the goal as follows: 
 Service Provider can maximize service profits by looking into ways to best 
reduce their engineering and provisioning costs while adapt and sell the 
service to possibly large number of satisfied tenants. We propose an 
economic model to formalize the interplay among factors and service 
architectures constraint with tooling to perform qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of various service adoption strategies and to answer 
key questions about service profitability. We demonstrate the usefulness 
of our model and tool with experiment analysis on an open source web 
enterprise application. 
 To make an informed decision to adopt an effective adaptation strategy for 
mobile healthcare apps, we propose a construction-time adaptation 
strategy of mobile apps that exploit the similarity patterns of mobile apps 
and evaluate against another proposed runtime adaptation strategy to 
answer key questions about mobile apps adaptation. We demonstrate the 
strengths and limitations of these strategies with experiment analysis on 




1.3 Problem Description 
The study of existing research literature and state of the practice reveals the 
following two key problems of service adaptability in the context of web and 
mobile services:  
1. For web services in terms of SaaS, the tenant base depends on the range of 
service variability, i.e., on the Service Provider’s ability to vary service 
requirements to meet tenant expectations. Both the cost of engineering a 
service and the provisioning cost for a given rage of variability depend on the 
choice of service architecture. One service profitability dilemma is the 
following: while architectures based on provisioning shared runtime resources 
among tenants are cheap at runtime, it is more costly to engineer high-
variability services for such architectures as compared to architecture with 
runtime resources dedicated to tenants. The various factors that have to do 
with service profitability form a complex web of information that is difficult 
to analyze and see the exact impact of decisions regarding the choice of 
service architecture or the use of service adaptation techniques. 
2. Static adaptation techniques instrument service code to varying requirements 
at the construction time while dynamic adaptation techniques design the 
service to adapt itself at runtime. While runtime strategy with dynamic 
adaptation techniques is commonly used, it has its limitations to the degree of 
customisations. Besides runtime adaptation strategy, construction time 
strategy with static adaptation techniques can also be applied.  The strengths 
and limitations of each strategy impact the degree of customizations, which 
affects the cost of customizations effort and ultimately service profitability. As 




adaptability in mobile apps for healthcare is crucial and challenging. Knowing 
the fluctuations of patient’s mood patterns is useful for patient monitoring, as 
an indicator whether a given medicine or medical intervention works for a 
patient or not. For mobile apps in healthcare, mood self-assessment mobile 
apps can assist to understand the fluctuations of patient’s mood. To attain the 
objectives of patient monitoring, these mood self-assessment mobile apps 
have to be configurable for multiple contexts of the monitoring, profile of the 
patient (group age, education) and specific problem that the patient suffers 
from (e.g., depression or anxiety). Development of these mobile apps depends 
on adaptation strategies to address variability of features required in the family 
of mobile apps. The strengths and limitations of each strategy to adapt 
family of mood self-assessment mobile apps are not being studied before. 
We review and apply the knowledge in a wide diversify of fields including 
adaptability designs in software product line, mobile and services computing and 
models of software cost and reuse estimations.  
We described two solution outlines, (1) Service Profitability to address the 
problem 1 (2) Mobile Apps Adaptation to address the problem 2.  
1.4 Solution Outline - Service Profitability 
It is the goal in this part of the research to identify and analyze the interplay 
among factors that can affect Service Profitability.  We identify service 
architectures and other factors that affect cost of engineering the service and 
revenue gained from the service, formalized these taxonomy of factors to form a 
solid base for service profitability model. The backbone of the qualitative model 




example the total costs incurred to provide the service includes the service 
engineering cost and also the service provisioning costs which are costs to provide 
the hardware and infrastructure resources to support a given tenant base on a 
given service architecture. The service engineering costs include the costs to 
engineer the functionality of the Service and to engineer the Service to support a 
given range of service variability on a given service architecture.  The final step in 
building model is to characterize dependencies in quantitative way which now 
gives the model the power to more precisely answer questions such as: “given a 
tenant base which service architecture should I use?” and “is it better for me to re-
engineer existing code into a service or build it from scratch?” An example to 
answer the former question, Service Provider can based on the conceptual model 
to do a service profitability analysis by estimating the total service costs incurred 
for each of the service architecture and the revenue gained through simulation of 
the expected distribution of varying requirements of tenant base.  
To systematically achieve the above, we formulate a list of action steps to answer 
the key questions to service profitability. We first identify service architectures 
that are adopted in existing literatures for service adaptation. In the next step, we 
identified the factors and formalized the interplay among these factors and service 
architectures constraint that collectively determine service profitability to form a 
conceptual model for service profitability. We create a Service Profitability 
Analyzer (SPA) tool to help Service Providers to analyze service profitability. 
SPA implements the concepts and equations defined in the Service Profitability 
Model to carry out the analysis under required assumptions. The SPA Tool is 
developed with Visual Basic .Net. We developed the logic in our .Net application 




WinForms to allow user interactivity. SPA tool can be used offline without 
network connection and easily extended with plug-ins. Based on the conceptual 
model of service profitability, we perform a qualitative analysis based on 
scenarios from the Service Provider’s perspective. With the conceptual model and 
tool, we next conduct quantitative analysis based on experiments conducted on an 
open source enterprise software package. We use COCOMO II for software cost 
estimation based on function points to estimate software cost and Amazon Web 
Services Pricing to estimate provision cost based on virtualized cloud hosting. The 
experiment details and results are presented and analyzed to conclude this stage of 
the research for service profitability. The mentioned action steps are summarized 
in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 Action Steps for Service Profitability 
Using proposed profitability model and tool, Service Providers will be able to 




questions. Illustrations of the questions Service Providers are interested to be 
answered: 
1) How many tenants will have to be on-boarded so that the profit from 
service outweighs the cost of building it? 
This question is important to Service Provider for her to know the breakeven point 
of her initial total service cost incurred against the total service revenue gained 
from the tenant base. Assuming the service architecture is determined and by 
simulating the number of tenants against the expected cost incurred to build the 
service, Service Provider has a better insight on the breakeven point for the initial 
total service costs. 
2) Is it better to re-engineer from existing code or develop services from 
scratch? 
The decision to this question impact the service functionality engineering cost. As 
mentioned earlier, the service functionality engineering costs are fixed and 
independent of the number of tenants. Based on simulation of the expected 
distribution of tenants, this question can be addressed to see if the impact of the 
additional costs to develop from scratch versus the savings by re-engineering from 
existing code. 
3) To what degree does the selection of service architecture impact service 
profitability? 
This is a typical question to reason about which service architecture to adopt to 
maximize profits for the Service Provider. Based on the conceptual model, 
Service Provider can do an analysis by estimating the total service costs incurred 




simulate a set of expected delta tenants that can be on-boarded within the pre-
determined specified investment horizon and measure the impact to total service 
costs, total service revenue and overall service profits. 
1.5 Solution Outline - Mobile Apps Adaptation  
It is the goal in this part of the research to evaluate trade-offs between static (at 
construction-time) and dynamic (at runtime) service adaptation techniques. For 
that we design an environment for static and dynamic service adaptations and set 
up a comparative study in which both static and dynamic adaptation techniques 
are used for the same family of mood self-assessment mobile apps. We identify 
the features that are required for mood self-assessment of which the list of 
features can be found in section 6.2. We design the proposed construction-time 
adaptation strategy to minimise code duplications by identifying similar patterns 
in Android development for features of existing mood self-assessment apps to be 
exploited for reuse. Based on the proposed construction-time adaptation strategy 
and the runtime adaptation strategy supported by default by Android platform, We 
seek answers to questions such as “the use cases where features should be 
managed statically by the construction-time adaptation strategy” or “the trade-offs 
if the feature is managed statically versus dynamically”.  
To systematically achieve the above questions, We first identify the similarity 
patterns of a family of existing Android mood self-assessment mobile apps that 
are developed to monitor mood for research purposes. With these similarity 
patterns, We design and implement the construction time adaptation strategy. The 
design uses FeatureIDE plug-in to Eclipse to model the mobile app features and 




app artifacts. The Android SDK is used to dynamically compile and generate the 
APK. There are two existing mood assessment Android mobile apps used in the 
experiments, which are Mood Self-Assessment App (MSA) app and Pleasure, 
Arousal, Dominance Self-Assessment Manikin (PadSam) app. These two mood 
assessment apps encompass a variety of features including key mood scales such 
as AffectButton, SPANE, PANAS, PAM and its variations. Based on this 
construction–time adaptation strategy, We address the key questions by analysing 
its effectiveness against the runtime mobile adaptation strategy.The action steps to 
achieve the stated goal are summarized in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 Action Steps for Android Mobile Apps Adaptation 




1) What are the use cases where features should be managed statically by the 
construction-time adaptation strategy? 
This question demonstrates the strengths of construction time adaptation 
strategy against runtime adaptation strategy. We review the limitations of 
the runtime adaptation strategy supported by default on Android platform 
and should be managed statically during construction-time. 
2) When should dynamic adaptation techniques be used?  
This question highlights the strengths where runtime adaption strategy and 
demonstrate the strengths of runtime adaptation strategy. We review 
features that cannot be decided at construction time and only known at 
runtime. 
3) If the feature can be managed statically and dynamically, what are the 
trade-offs?  
There will be features that can be managed with both static and dynamic 
adaptation techniques. We review these features in terms of the software 
qualities that might be trade-offs by adopting both construction-time or 
runtime adaptation strategies and give the insights for Service Providers to 
make a more informed decision. 
1.6 Contributions 
The key contributions are: 
 Proposed service profitability model and a tool to help Service Providers 





 Proposed construction-time and run-time mobile adaptation strategies to 
manage the features variability of mobile apps. 
 Insights of adaptability, strengths and limitations of runtime and 
construction mobile apps adaptation strategies. 
My study of the literature reveals the importance of these contributions and lack 
of specific solutions to the related problems. This thesis foster the seed to further 
profitability research in other domains where adaptability plays a key role and 
inspire research in trade-offs of other quality attributes (e.g. usability, 
performance) with respect to adaptability. 
1.7 Outline of the Thesis 
The outline of this thesis proposal is as follows:  The background and related 
work are given in Section 2. The subsequent sections 3 and 4 give the research 
results for service profitability while section 5 and 6 documents the research 
results for mobile apps adaptation respectively. Section 7 concludes with our 






2 Background and Related Work 
Multi-Tenant Software as a Service (SaaS) is a relatively new field in the last 
decade with significant interest seen in both industry and academic researchers. A 
significant number of studies have been conducted on the engineering aspect of 
multi-tenancy SaaS, specifically in the techniques for service adaptation and many 
reuse designs from other existing paradigms such as Service Oriented Computing 
and Software Product Line Engineering. To fully realise the potential of multi-
tenant services, we identify gaps in the adoption of these techniques for various 
service architectures. We first give the background of multi-tenant software as a 
service (SaaS), discuss its outstanding open problems and how explain this thesis 
address the problems. Cost estimations, economic reuse, SaaS pricing, cloud 
deployment models and cloud business costs have a significant part to play in 
service profitability. In this chapter, we describe the current works of these 
models in sections 2.2 to 2.5 and discuss how these existing works are related to 
the thesis. 
Mobile apps development has progressed tremendously in recent years, 
particularly in Android development. Adaptation in Android mobile apps 
development is not a new problem and Android frameworks have built-in reusable 
patterns (e.g. app structure, reusable user-interface components) to design an 
Android app. The design can also incorporate design patterns (e.g. Gang of Four) 
to further adapt a mobile app to varying requirements. In order to scale up the 
management of variability in mobile apps, we identify gaps in existing Android 
mobile apps development approach. Section 2.6 describes the adaptability designs 
supported by Android framework and discusses outstanding open problems in the 




2.1 Multi-Tenant Software as a Service (SaaS)  
Software as a Service (SaaS) is a widely recognized software application delivery 
model for cloud computing. Cloud computing as proposed by NIST [2] [3] is 
defined as a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, 
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 
released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. For 
SaaS, the consumer does not need to manage or control the underlying cloud 
infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even 
individual application capabilities. Still, there are many challenges and open 
problems that need be solved before SaaS matures to a mainstream. The need for 
better support for service variability is one of them. Service variability is the 
degree to which Service Provider can accommodate variation of tenant-specific 
requirements into a service [4] [5]. The Service Provider accommodates these 
requirement variations into a service so as to better fit the service to tenants. This 
can translate to higher number of tenants generating more revenue and higher 
profitability for the Service Provider. However, if accommodation of these 
requirement variations into a service also results in higher engineering and 
provisioning costs, it can offset the revenue gained and overall profitability.  
A survey is conducted on the service adaptation techniques proposed for SaaS to 
adapt a service to varying requirements of tenants. These techniques are 
categorised into service engineering, service packaging and service hosting. The 
survey details of these techniques and the types of service architectures are 




problems related to the current status of designing multi-tenant service 
applications for service profitability. 
Service architectures that share runtime resources to minimize provisioning cost 
potentially limit the extent to which services can be adapted to varying 
requirements of tenants. For example, a tenant who requires service to be process 
and data isolated due to security regulations cannot be on-board together with 
other tenants (that do not have such requirements) with a service architecture that 
does not have clear separation of runtime resources between tenants. Having clear 
separation of runtime resources among tenants incur higher provisioning cost for 
the Service Provider, which would be likely passed to the tenant as higher service 
price. On the other hand, there are also tenants who are price-sensitive with 
minimum variations in requirements. In this case, Service Providers can best 
minimize cost by engineering the service on a service architecture that shares 
resources. There are many other factors and it is a challenge for Service Providers 
to make their decisions that can maximize their service profitability. The choice of 
service architecture plays a critical role in balancing the way these factors affect 
service profitability. In this thesis, our focuses are primarily on service 
architecture that shares runtime resources which minimizes service provisioning 
costs. Service Providers have to understand the factors that contribute to service 
profitability and address the balance between the sharing and isolation levels in 
the selection of service architectures in order to maximise their profits.   
The engineering practices of Service Providers to provide services through 
sharing of runtime resources are in conflict with the security and privacy 
requirements of the Service Tenants. When Service Providers share runtime 




design lower the level of isolation between tenants. The drawback to such a 
design can range from potentially lower level of configurability for tenants to 
violation of their tenant’s security policy. In Gartner 2014 article [6], it is 
indicated that the overwhelming majority of SaaS offerings provide less control 
and management flexibility than do traditional in-house applications. These 
drawbacks affect the number of tenants using the service. It may be more helpful 
to think of SaaS maturity as a continuum between isolated data and code on one 
end, and shared data and code on the other, as described in a Microsoft article [7]. 
For any service paradigm to truly meet its potential, vendors will need to move 
away from building rigid “one-size- fits-all” systems as proposed by Bezemer and 
Zaidman [8], or those that offer a fixed set of available customization options 
from which tenants must select. However, these papers do not propose a 
quantitative method to determine the right service architecture. In this thesis, we 
quantitatively evaluate the factors including the service architectures and enable 
Service Providers to make an informed decision about service profitability. 
Besides the engineering design costs, there are also other factors that impact the 
economic returns of providing services; these include provisioning costs, 
adaptability of service architectures to the number of tenants that can be on-
boarded. These factors that impact Service Providers’ profitability are intertwined 
and need to be evaluated together in order to quantitatively evaluate the economic 
impact. SaaS induces an economic model for software consumption; hence much 
of these activities would have to be grounded on the basis of financial reasoning 
proposed by Sengupta and Roychoudhury [9] that can benefit the vendor as well 
as the tenants. However, their paper does not give further financial analysis on 




profitability model that interplays the factors, allowing for analysis of different 
service architectures to maximise service profitability. 
2.2 Software Cost Estimation and Economic Reuse Models 
Service Profitability for Service Provider is measured by the cost to engineer and 
provision the service and the revenue that can be gained from the on-board 
tenants. The cost to engineer the service is an important factor in service 
profitability and can be calculated by software cost estimation and economic reuse 
models.  
Software cost estimation methods are divided into two groups as classified by 
Jorgensen et al. [10] and Khatibi et al. [11]. These two groups are algorithmic and 
non-algorithmic models respectively. Algorithmic cost estimation models work 
based on special algorithm, making results by using some mathematical relations. 
Nowadays, many software estimation methods use these models. Each 
algorithmic model uses an equation to define cost estimation.  
One common estimation method is the Source Lines of Codes (SLOC) that 
illustrates the number of all commands and data definitions but it does not include 
instructions such as comments, blanks, and continuation lines. Since SLOC is 
computed based on language instructions, comparing the size of software which 
use different languages is not reasonable. But SLOC is still the base for estimation 
models in many complicated software estimation methods. Albrecht and Gaffney 
[12] presented Function Point metric to measure the functionality of project. 
Estimation is done by determining five indicators as follows, user inputs, user 
outputs, logic files, inquiries and interfaces. SEER-SEM model has been proposed 




commercial and, business projects usually use SEER-SEM as their main 
estimation method. COCOMO 81 (Constructive Cost Model), proposed by Barry 
Boehm, is the most popular method that is categorized in algorithmic methods. 
This method uses some parameters, which have been derived from previous 
experiences about software projects for estimation. COCOMO-II originally 
proposed by Boehm et al. [14] is the latest version of COCOMO that predicts the 
amount of effort based on Person-Month (PM) in the software projects. It uses 
function point or line of code as the size metrics and composes of 17 Effort 
Multipliers and 5 scale factors.  
Contrary to the algorithmic methods, methods of the non-algorithmic group are 
based on analytical comparisons and inferences. Three of the more popular 
methods in this group are based on analogy, expert judgment and machine 
language. For analogy method, several similar completed software projects are 
noticed and estimation of effort and cost are done according to their actual cost 
and effort. Estimation based on analogy is accomplished at the total system levels 
and subsystem levels. By assessing the results of previous actual projects, the cost 
and effort of a similar project can be estimated. Estimation based on expert 
judgment is done by getting advices from experts who have extensive experiences 
in similar projects. This method is usually used when there is limitation in finding 
data and gathering requirements. Consultation is the basic issue in this method. 
One of the most common methods, which work according to this technique, is 
Delphi. Delphi arranges an especial meeting among the project experts and tries to 
achieve the true information about the project from their debates. Machine 
learning methods could be categorized into two main methods using neural 




layer is composed of several elements called neuron. Neurons, by investigating 
the weights defined for inputs, produce the outputs. Outputs will be the actual 
effort, which is the main goal of estimation. All systems, which work based on the 
fuzzy logic try to simulate human behaviour and reasoning. In many problems, 
which decision-making is very difficult and conditions are vague, fuzzy systems 
are an efficient tool in such situations.  
Economic models of reuse have been around for decades. In the paper by Gaffney 
and Durek [15], the authors presented the relationship software development 
productivity to the proportion of reused software and the costs of developing 
reusable software components and of incorporating them into a new software 
system.   Mili et al. [16] proposes a business cost model for software reuse, taking 
into account the investment cycle and discount rate over time. 
On the other hand, Poulin [17] and Boehm [18] base their reuse-based models in 
two parameters: RCR and RCWR.  
 RCR (Relative Cost of Reuse). Assuming that the cost to develop a reusable 
asset equals one unit of effort, RCR is the portion of this effort that it takes to 
reuse a reusable asset without modification (black-box reuse).   
 RCWR (Relative Cost of Writing for Reuse). Assuming that the cost to 
develop a new asset for one-time use equals one unit of effort, RCWR is the 
portion of this effort that it takes to write a similar “reusable” asset.   
These software cost estimations and reuse models provide the methods to estimate 
the cost and benefits of service profitability. However as mentioned earlier, 
minimizing cost is required for service profitability but other factors such as 




balanced view. In this thesis, we adopt these software estimation and reuse models 
together with other factors in evaluating service profitability.  Our work allows 
the Service Provider to evaluate service engineering costs with the existing 
models and not restrict to a particular model. 
2.3 Service Provisioning Costs 
The multi-tenant SaaS service is deployed in a particular cloud deployment 
model, which determines the service provisioning costs. A cloud deployment 
model represents a specific type of cloud environment, primarily distinguished by 
ownership, size, and access. A public cloud is a publicly accessible cloud 
environment owned by a third-party cloud provider. The IT resources on public 
clouds are usually provisioned and offered to cloud consumers at a cost or are 
commercialized via other avenues. The cloud provider is responsible for the 
creation and on-going maintenance of the public cloud and its IT resources.  
A community cloud is similar to a public cloud except that its access is limited to 
a specific community of cloud consumers. A community cloud may be jointly 
owned by the community members or by a third-party cloud provider that 
provisions a public cloud with limited access. The member cloud consumers of 
the community typically share the responsibility for defining and evolving the 
community cloud.  
A private cloud is owned by a single organization. Private clouds enable an 
organization to use cloud computing technology as a means of centralizing access 
to IT resources by different parts, locations, or departments of the organization. 
 A hybrid cloud is a cloud environment comprised of two or more different cloud 




services processing sensitive data to a private cloud and other, less sensitive cloud 
services to a public cloud. As another example, cloud consumers may choose to 
burst-out to public clouds when the workload exceeds certain threshold supported 
within the private cloud. The result of this combination is a hybrid deployment 
model. As indicated in the NIST article by Badger et al. [19], both private and 
community deployment models also have two variants: on-site, and outsourced. 
Using an on-site example for private cloud, the security perimeter extends around 
both the consumer's on-site resources and the private cloud's resources. The 
private cloud may be centralized at a single consumer site or may be distributed 
over several consumer sites. An outsourced private cloud has two security 
perimeters, one implemented by a cloud consumer and one implemented by a 
provider. The two security perimeters are joined by a protected communications 
link. The security of data and processing conducted in the outsourced private 
cloud depends on the strength and availability of both security perimeters and of 
the protected communication link.  
In this thesis, we  allows the Service Provider to adopt the above cloud 
deployment model and allows for existing works on provisioning costs calculation 
(e.g. Amazon Calculator [20]) to be incorporated. However in contrast to these 
provisioning costs calculations, our work takes into account other factors for a 
holistic evaluation of service profitability. 
2.4 Service Revenue 
Each service provided by Service Provider is subscribed by a set of tenants at a 
certain price which determines the service revenue. The pricing models used by 




overhead incurred during design, development, deployment, and operation of 
cloud services and other IT resources. The number of application modules in the 
subscription, the number of nominated cloud service consumers, and the number 
of transactions typically determine the SaaS pricing.  A SaaS pricing model can 
also vary due to volume discounts and customization options. The more IT 
resources consumed by the cloud consumer, the higher the possibility of 
increasing discounts for the cloud consumer. The price customization options are 
typically associated with payment options and schedules. For example, cloud 
consumers may be able to choose monthly, semi-annual, or annual payment 
instalments. It is possible for a SaaS service that is provided by one Service 
Provider to be built upon IT resources provisioned from another cloud provider. 
There are two such pricing models as classified by Erl [21]: integrated pricing and 
separate pricing models. An integrated pricing model is whereby a Service 
Consumer subscribes to a SaaS product from Service Provider A, who is leasing 
an IaaS environment (including the virtual server used to host the cloud service) 
from an IaaS Provider B. The Service Consumer pays Service Provider A and 
Service provider A pays service provider B. A separate pricing model is whereby 
a Service Consumer subscribes to a virtual server from IaaS Provider B to host the 
service from SaaS Provider A. As part of this arrangement, there may still be 
some fees billed directly by IaaS Provider B to SaaS Provider A.  
In this thesis, our work allows a Service Provider to flexibly adopt a pricing 
model that is more appropriate for the Service Provider’ context and interplay the 





2.5 Service Profitability  
Existing works on engineering economics identified a wide range of economic 
functions that can be used to assess the worthiness of an investment decision [16]. 
Two such economic functions that are applicable to service profitability are the 
net present value of money (NPV) in calculation of investment over time and 
return on investment (ROI). In terms of NPV, the economic function takes into 
account both the fixed upfront costs and variable ongoing costs. For a multi-tenant 
SaaS from a Service Provider’s perspective, upfront costs [21] are associated with 
the initial investments that organizations need to make in order to fund the IT 
resources they intend to use. These include both the costs associated with 
obtaining or developing the IT resources, as well as expenses required to deploy 
and administer them. The upfront costs for the purchase and deployment of on 
premise IT resources tend to be high. Examples of up-front costs for on premise 
environments can include hardware, software, and the labour required for 
deployment. The up-front costs for the leasing of cloud-based IT resources tend to 
be low. Examples of up-front costs for cloud-based environments can include the 
labour costs required to assess and set up a cloud environment. On-going costs 
represent the expenses required by an organization to run, maintain and adapt the 
IT resources it uses. The on-going costs for the operation of on premise IT 
resources can vary. Examples include licensing fees, electricity, insurance, and 
labour. The on-going costs for the operation of cloud-based IT resources can also 
vary, but often exceed the on-going costs of on premise IT resources (especially 
over a longer period of time). Examples include virtual hardware leasing fees, 
bandwidth usage fees, licensing fees, and labour. The on-going costs also include 




In this thesis, we apply the economic functions in the context of multi-tenant SaaS 
and provide a quantitative method and tooling to analyse service profitability for 
Service Providers. 
2.6 Android Mobile Apps Development 
Android apps are written in Java programming language. The Android SDK tools 
compile Java code along with any data and resource files into an Android 
Application Package (APK), which is an archive file with an .apk suffix. One 
APK file contains all the contents of an Android app and is the file that Android-
powered devices use to install the app. The  core  architecture  of  Android  has  
been  designed on  the  principle  of  re-usage  of  components [22], through 
replacing   a   component   one   can   easily   and seamlessly provide adaptable 
behaviour to user. Each component is a different point through which the system 
can enter your app. There are four different types of app 
components. An activity represents a single screen with a user interface. 
A service is a component that runs in the background to perform long-running 
operations or to perform work for remote processes. A content provider manages 
a shared set of app data. A broadcast receiver is a component that responds to 
system-wide broadcast announcements. Three of the four component types 
namely, activities, services, and broadcast receivers are activated by an 
asynchronous message called an intent. Intents bind individual components to 
each other at runtime, irrespective of whether the component belongs to your app 
or another. An Android app is composed of more than just code, it requires app 
resources that are separate from the source code, such as images, audio files, or 




it easy to update various characteristics of an app without modifying code and by 
providing sets of alternative resources it enables one to optimize an app for a 
variety of device configurations.  
As mobile technologies advance, developers are increasingly interested in creating 
more mobile apps that are able to fluidly adapt to the needs and circumstances of 
their users. With more mobile apps being developed, developers realise there are 
increased duplication of codes due to the curse of copy-paste. While reusable 
Android components and flexible app structure achieve reusability in design and 
development of mobile app structure, it cannot adequately address requirements 
of mobile app features that in most cases cut across many parts of the app 
structure and components. There is therefore a need for mobile app design to be 
feature-aware. Without a proper mobile adaptation strategy, the feature-aware 
development can lead to problems due to feature explosion.  
In this thesis, we evaluate the construction time and run time adaptation strategies 
to adapt features required for a family of mobile apps to allow Service Providers 





3 Understanding Service Variability for Service 
Profitability 
3.1 Introduction 
Service variability is the degree to which Service Provider can accommodate 
tenant-specific requirements into a service. The Service Provider tries to 
accommodate these requirement variations into the service so as to better fit the 
service to the tenants. As the unfit costs for the tenant decreases, the relative 
economic advantage of SaaS business model increases, stated by Ma [23]. If 
tenants' requirements for service vary only moderately, it is possible to engineer 
required variability into a service on cost-optimal (from Service Provider 
perspective) SaaS architectural model whereby all tenants share the same service 
instance during service execution. Dynamic binding techniques may be sufficient 
to address modest variations in service requirements. However, such cost-optimal 
SaaS solution may not be feasible if tenants' requirements differ in more drastic 
way. Shared service instance and dynamic binding techniques impose limits on 
how far we can vary service requirements. Then, a Service provider might 
consider SaaS architectural model with dedicated service instance for each tenant. 
Operational cost of such architecture is higher than that of shared instance, but 
dedicated instance architecture opens much more powerful options for 
engineering high variability, adaptable services with static binding techniques. 
To come up with a SaaS solution that maximizes profits, a Service Provider must 
weigh the revenue from selling a service to potentially many tenants, against the 




interdependencies among factors that collectively determine profitability of 
service offering, the task is not easy. 
We conducted a study of how choices regarding service architecture 
affect the range of service variability and the cost of supporting a service. We 
identified positive and negative impacts of service architectural choices on the 
range of service variability and on Service Provider's costs. We illustrated how 
knowledge of those impacts can help Service Providers analyze service 
profitability based on different service architecture models, leading to more-
informed decisions regarding adoption of SaaS. Our study in this section is 
qualitative. In subsequent sections, we will extend it with quantitative analysis 
and models that more precisely correlate SaaS costs and revenue, giving more 
accurate insights into profitability of SaaS from service variability perspective. 
3.2 Survey of Adaptability Designs in Web Services 
We conducted a survey based on the Systematic Review Methodology proposed 
by Staffs [24] to review current works on service architectures and techniques that 
impact the range of service variability and ultimately service profitability. The 
three main phases to perform systematic review are planning the review, 
conducting the review and reporting the review. We described our approach, 
strategies and findings for each phases in the following sections.  
3.2.1 Planning the Review  
The need for a review is described in earlier section 3.1. We now describe the 
search for this literature review strategy. 




2. From the main terms, determine and include the synonyms and alternative 
spelling.   
3. Use Boolean “OR” for the alternative spellings and synonyms.   
4. Use Boolean “AND” for the main terms.   
The search database and past conferences are identified to be as follows   
 ACM   
 Google & Google Scholar   
 IEEE   
 SpringerLink   
 CiteSeer   
 VaMoS (Conference)   
The specific survey questions that motivated our review are as follows. 
1. What are the approaches for variability management that have been 
studied in multi-tenant SaaS applications? 
2. What are the techniques in the field of software reuse that can be relevant 
to SaaS adaptability? 
3.2.2 Conducting the review 
Based on the specific survey questions, we formulate the search strings as follows  
 (Variability or variant) AND (management or manage or model) AND 
(multi or multiple) AND (tenant or tenancy) AND (“software as a service” 
or SaaS or “cloud computing”)  
 (Software or SW) AND (reuse or re-use) AND (“software as a service” or 
SaaS or “cloud computing”) AND (“adaptability”)  
 (“software as a service” or SaaS or “cloud computing”)   
The initial search was performed using the first two search strings and the search 
reveals 30 relevant search results. We expanded the search with the third search 
string and in the end, we evaluated over relevant 50 papers. We further narrowed 




3.2.3 Reporting the Review 
This section gives an overview of the survey results from the perspectives of 
Service Provider and Service Tenant.  
For Service Provider, the paper contributions are categorized based on phases in 
the Software Lifecycle namely Requirements Analysis & Modeling, Architecture 
Design & Implementation, Testing, and Deployment & Maintenance. A brief 
introduction of the techniques in each phase is described below.  
For Requirements Analysis & Modeling, we are concerned with the variability 
description in multi-tenant applications. Domain analysis as stated by La and Kim 
[25] is an activity with three steps to identify common and variable features based 
on the scoping and modeling. Mietzner et al. [26] propose to use orthogonal 
variability model (OVM) to provide a view on variability modeling supporting the 
deployment for multi-tenant application. This phase is similar to the problem 
space in SPL.  
In Architecture Design and Implementation, we are interested in the variability 
realization in multi-tenant applications. The conceptual blueprint by Bezemer et 
al. [8] state that to keep the complexity low, the design of multi-tenant 
components should be carefully separated from single tenant logic in the layers of 
Authentication, Configuration and Database. Nitu [27], Bezemer et al. [28] and 
Kwok et al. [29] propose usage of templates and configuration to support multi-
tenancy. The templates and configuration can be customized for the presentation, 
business and data layers. The implementation is using tenantID attribute to guide 
the different layers from the authentication to the workflow to the database. 
Jegadeesan et al. [30] and Wang et al. [31], propose to use aspect oriented 




Another common implementation is to use BPEL together with variability 
descriptors or VxBPEL in design to allow flexible customization of the workflow, 
proposed by Mietzner et al. in [32], [33] and [34]. Jacobs and Aulbach [35] 
discussed on the ruminations on multi-tenant databases with the choices of shared 
machine, shared process and shared table. This phase is similar to the solution 
space in SPL.  
In Testing, Deployment and Maintenance, we are interested in the variability 
evolution in multi-tenant applications. Variants and variation points can be added, 
removed or modified. Tenants can also be on-board and off-board, resulting in 
changes to the SaaS application. For applications that evolve to accommodate 
tenant variability, effective testing and maintenance of such systems is important. 
Sengupta and Roychoudhury [9] describe techniques to handle test case 
generation and testing strategy with a test tree approach. In the same paper, it also 
describes re-factoring approaches for better maintainability (merging, splitting 
and pruning). Ju and Sengupta [36] presents a formal framework for managing 
tenant-onboarding. The constraints and placement of tenants and instances are 
important and described by Kwok and Mohindra [37].  
For Service Tenant, we evaluated configurability of the SaaS application from the 
perspective of the tenant to achieve tenant driven expectations. The SaaS tenant 
should be able to configure the assets for the presentation, workflow and data 
aspects of the system. For the presentation, a tenant should be able to customize 
the layout style, look and feel to have a different presentation from other tenants. 
For the workflow, a tenant should be able to select from the workflow templates 




to define new columns specific to his requirements out of the template.  
This section summarizes the evaluation approaches of each paper into the 
following categories.  
Table 1 summarizes the evaluation approaches taken.   
 Formal analysis - Rigorous derivation and proof, suited for formal model   
 Industry Experience - The result has been used on real examples, but not in 
the form of case studies or controlled experiments, the evidence of its use is 
collected informally or formally   
 Example Application  - Authors describing an application and provide an 
example to assist in the description, but the example is ‘‘used to validate’’ 
or ‘‘evaluate’’ as far as the authors suggest   
 Discussion - Provided some qualitative, textual, opinion-oriented 
evaluation. E.g., compare and contrast, oral discussion of advantages and 
disadvantages  
Table 1 Evaluation Approaches 
Evaluation Approach Percentage 
Formal Analysis 10% 
Industry Experience 10.00% 
Example Application 40.00% 
Discussion 40.00% 
3.2.4 Variability Realization Techniques 
We generalize and discuss on three specific techniques. The first technique is 
Template Configuration and Parameterization. This technique addresses 
variability across all three layers (presentation, business, and data) of the 




Variability Descriptors with BPEL address variability on the business layer only. 
The discussion points for each technique are as follows 
1. Description of the technique  
This part gives an overview of the technique used to realize the variability.  
2. Migrating from existing legacy systems 
This part analysis the implications of adopting this technique during migration 
of existing legacy systems. 
3. Impact of evolving the SaaS application 
This part analysis the impact of fulfilling evolving requirements with the 
proposed technique. 
1. Template Configuration and Parameterization 
In this technique, the application is parametric to allow a wide range of 
customizations. These variability parameters are captured in templates and 
configuration files to uniquely identity a particular tenant. We will describe this 
technique with an example application as described by Taylor [38]. The example 
application analyzes how a SaaS Bank application adapts to multiple tenants at the 
three layers of the application.  
On the presentation layer where the boundary components are located, (e.g. web 
resources), the layout template for each tenant composed of both the presentation 
common to all and customizable items. For example, the presentation data 
common to all web page segments can be the master header, footer, and left and 
right navigation bar while the company logo for each tenant and images can be 
configured to load from different sources. The layout style for each tenant can be 
further described in style sheets, skins and themes. The configuration data for 




presentation layer, the example application makes use of virtual host’s 
configuration on the application server to differentiate different tenants. Each 
tenant will be accessing his or her tenant specific web resources (JSPs, servlets, 
style sheets, skins and themes). Figure 3 shows the virtual host configuration for 
two tenants in the example application. 
 
Figure 3 Virtual Host Configuration 
On the business layer where the controller components are located, templates for 
the business process or document processes can be used. Each template consists 
of a default set of steps for each functional module such as Negotiation, Request 
for Quote, Purchase Orders. The customized instance of the template can be 
stored as configuration data. These configuration data can be in XML or 
workflow specific formats.  To realize the variability at the business layer, the 
variability parameter (e.g. BankID for this example application) needs to be 
initialized so that the application can identify which tenant the user belongs to. 
The variability parameter can be initialized during authentication of the 
application or based on the configuration. For this example application, the virtual 
host configuration directs the user to the specific tenant portal. The portal 
configuration contains the variability parameter set in the configuration file. 





Figure 4 Portal Configuration  
This value will be propagated to the rest of the application. The Web Services are 
described in a Web Service Description Language (WSDL) file with the 
variability parameter included as one of the element. The following Figure 5 
depicts the WSDL file for the account management service as described in the 
article [38]. 
 
Figure 5 WSDL file for Web Service 
The consumer of the Web Service will retrieve the variability parameter from the 
context. With the variability parameter, the web service will be lookup and 
invoked. The following Figure 6 depicts an example of the Web Service consumer 
codes. 
 




On the data layer where the entity components are located, the two typical storage 
options are file and database. For file level persistency, the tenant specific files 
can follow file naming conventions to differentiate between tenants. For database 
level persistency, the data model will need to be differentiated between tenant 
independent and tenant dependent tables. A new property IsMultiTenant can be 
added to the data model. This property can be false for data such as country ISO 
codes or postal codes. This property will be true for tenant data. A multi-tenant 
database should allow tenants to seamlessly access the tenant independent 
alongside their tenant specific data. For database level persistency, there are three 
approaches to implement multi-tenant databases: shared machine, shared process 
and shared table as describe by Jacobs and Aulbach [35]. For shared machine, 
each tenant gets his or her own database process but multiple tenants sharing the 
same machine. In this approach, the benefit is the isolation of data between 
tenants and does not require further modification to existing implementation. 
However, it does not pool memory and does not have good scalability per 
machine. For shared process approach, each tenant gets their own tables and 
multiple tenants share the same database process. For the shared table approach, 
data from multiple tenants are stored in the same tables. In terms of pooling 
resources, the shared table approach will be the best. In terms of maintaining 
security, the shared machine will be the best option. In terms of shared table 
approach, the table will need to be customized with extensions to allow for tenant 
specific rows. One method is to create an additional column with the tenantID as 





Figure 7 TenantID column 
The first method will limit the columns to be fixed for all tenants. Another method 
is to allow multiple custom fields to be defined for future expansion. In additional, 
the table can also have a column to point to another table for additional data as 
shown in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8 Custom fields  
To realize the variability at the data layer, the file level persistency can be 
implemented with the variability parameter as part of the file name or directory 
structure. As noted by Jegadeesan and Balasubramaniam [30], the existing 
xml/entity directories can be adapted to xmd/tenantID/entity to store tenant 
specific files. For data level persistency, the shared table approach is adopted. To 
allow for customization and extension of tenant’s data requirements, an additional 
column with the type of XML is used. Below are the db2 scripts to create and 
populate a table with XML columns as shown in following Figure 9. The 





Figure 9 Storing XML 
This technique requires files (for example themes, style sheets, EAR file) to be 
added for each tenant. The variability parameter drives the configuration and 
templates to suit to each tenant’s requirements. For migrating from existing legacy 
systems, this technique that addresses all three layers of the application might be 
the most straightforward method compared to the subsequent techniques. The 
impact to existing design and frameworks is minimized. 
Variability management is not consistent throughout the three layers of the SaaS 
application. In terms of evolving the SaaS application, there is much effort to 
evaluate the impact to current system and the execution paths of existing tenants. 
It is wise to note that the complexity of maintainability might get higher as the 
number of tenants increase. Although each tenant views the application as a single 
tenant usage, the application is designed otherwise.  
2. Aspect Oriented Programming 
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a programming approach that separately 
describes common features that are hard to handle in object-oriented 
programming and spreading over many classes [39]. AOP can mark variability 




method or variable. In AOP, a concern is related to certain functionality required. 
A join point is a location in code where advice will be executed. For example, join 
point can be the call to a method or an assignment to an instance variable.  The list 
of join points can refer to the reference. An advice is the code that implements the 
concern. A pointcut identifies a set of join points with an expression (or pattern) 
that matches the join points. Advice is associated with a pointcut expression and 
runs at the join point matched by the pointcut expression.  The aspect is the main 
construct of your code that associates the join points, pointcuts and advices. 
Weaving is the process of linking the aspects with objects to create an advised 
object. The weaving can be typically performed at the compile, load or runtime. 
Aspect specification involves specifying of aspects point cuts and advices based 
on a join-point model. For multi-tenant enterprise services with variants, there is a 
need to identify the variability points in the codes such that variants can be bind. 
In AOP terms, the join points will need to be identified. The advices with the 
pointcuts will be defined in the aspects that will describe the variability. An 
extension to the variability description is proposed by Jegadeesan and 
Balasubramaniam [30]. In particular, the paper termed heavyweight variants as 
domain specific (globalization, business rules) or as business process specific 
(deposit of employee salary). These variants are crosscutting concerns that will 
impact both the service interface and implementation. Each variant offers an 
enhanced contract with its corresponding behavioural modification at 





Figure 10 Enhanced Contract for Aspect 
Jegadeesan and Balasubramaniam [30] propose to extend the Aspect definition to 
support service interfaces. Specially, the aspect schema is extended to include 
service interfaces and service data types. The input and output messages a service 
interface can be constructed from the service data types. Figure 11 depicts the 
schema of their proposed variability extension. 
 
Figure 11 Proposed Schema for Variability Extension 
Jegadeesan and Balasubramaniam [30] define the service kernel as the aspect 
weaver. Each service variant is associated with a tenant. A single instance of the 
service kernel holds the common component across all tenants. The service 
variants is defined and implemented around the service kernel. The following 





Figure 12 Weaving of aspects into Service Kernel 
Each tenant specific configuration can be specified in an xml file to be used by the 
service kernel to provision the specific aspects for each tenant. The weaving 
process can be static or dynamic. One important observation made by Wang and 
Zheng [31] is the issue of hot fixing (hot deployment) that will need to be 
addressed to minimize one tenant’s change impact other tenants. 
The aspect weaver provides the wiring that causes advices to be automatically 
invoked by the pointcuts in an aspect. It can be based on source generation, 
bytecode modification or based on a dynamic proxy. The more popular AOP tools 
in the industry are AspectJ, AspectWerkz, Prose, Spring AOP and JBOSS AOP. 
AspectJ, AspectWerkz, Prose both support build-time and load-time weaving 
through source generation and bytecode modification. AspectWerkz and Prose 
also supports bytecode modification at runtime. Spring AOP and JBOSS AOP 
focus more on the dynamic proxy approach for runtime. It is important to note 
that although the dynamic proxy approach is suitable for SaaS applications, the 
proxy based approach cannot address finer grained join points such as method 
calls or field sets. One promising area to look out is the JVM Tool Interface that 
provides a way to inspect the state and to control the execution of applications 
running in the Java Virtual Machine 
The AOP technique focuses on the business layer. Although some presentation 
layer components can be addressed using AOP (e.g. in servlets), this approach 
might not be appropriate to address all types of presentation components (e.g. 
style sheets). Therefore this technique has to be used with other techniques to 




Another observation is that the AOP technique is very much dependent on the 
platform of the existing legacy systems. For an existing Java EE system, the 
current likely option for dynamic binding is to adopt either spring or JBOSS 
products. The platform constraint might not be acceptable as there is a possibility 
that the existing system will have to be totally revamped. 
As the requirements evolve for existing tenants with the AOP approach, the 
business layer can be dynamically “adjusted” with new aspects or pointcuts. 
However, the platform chosen will limit the granularity of the join points 
controlled. AOP approach is more suitable for cross cutting concerns rather than 
to enhance one existing service. 
3. Variability Descriptors with BPEL 
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services provides a means to 
formally specify business processes and interaction protocols. BPEL basically 
focuses on the business layer. BPEL provides so called opaque tokens, which 
resembles variability points in SPL. BPEL utilize XML-based language to 
describe the abstract processes of observable behaviour or templates. The former 
is specified in the observable behaviour profile and is tend to describe the 
communication of a service with the outside. The latter is specified in the template 
profile and is tend to describe a template process with certain variability points. 
The shortcoming for using BPEL to describe variability points is that the opaque 
tokens of BPEL in the template profile abstraction process are fixed. Furthermore, 
opaque tokens lack the capability to specify dependencies between opaque tokens. 
Mietzner et al. [32] [34] proposed a new method to specify variability points with 




enabled in their method. By separating variability descriptors from variability 
points in BPEL files, their method provides finer granularity of variability since it 
allows each tenant to have a variability descriptor file, which means each tenant 
can specify its personalized set of services. As is shown in the following Figure 
13 from Mietzner [34], the method utilized a separate file called variability 
descriptor file to explicitly describe properties of variability points and 
dependencies between variability points. The locator sub-element points to 
variability point in the BPEL file and the alternative sub-element points to 
possible values which are allowed to be customized in that point. The variability 
descriptor is tenant-oriented, which means each tenant can have its own variability 
descriptor. The variability point is fixed in the BPEL file, but the enabling 
conditions, the alternative values each variability point can choose are specified in 
the variability descriptors and can be customized separately. 
 
Figure 13 Variability Descriptors 
Mietzner and Leymann [32] further describe how to generate customization 
processes out of variability descriptors. The key point to keep in mind is to 
generate one scope for each variability point, as is shown in Figure 14. Within 





Figure 14 Customizable Process with Variability Descriptors 
Using variability descriptors to describe business layer variability makes it easy to 
migrate from existing systems provided the existing system is already using 
BPEL. The variability descriptor is used with customization of processes for the 
business layer and it is not demonstrated how it can be utilized for the 
presentation or data layers. 
In case of evolving requirements, i.e., changing variance, legacy checking is 
needed to make sure new variances satisfy all constraints of current business 
process. The lack of traceability from the variability description to the variability 
realization can be an issue. 
3.2.5 Survey Analysis  
The majority of the paper contributions focus on the variability realization aspect 
of the variability management. This is not surprising as variability realization is 
not a new problem. Existing Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Software 
Product Lines (SPL) domains provides some ideas to realize variability for multi-
tenant SaaS. However, the focus is still primarily on the business layer. Further 
research may still be needed in the area of SOA services design for generic 
services applicable for all three layers. For variability description, feature model 




over to multi-tenant SaaS. However, it is noted that there is no much work on 
traceability between the description and the realization of the variability in current 
works.  
Another prevalent trend is the shift of research from variability realization to 
evolution. One key differentiation between multi-tenant SaaS, SPL and SOA is 
SPL or SOA focus on application for a set of users while multi-tenant SaaS focus 
on system for a set of tenant and its users. In SPL, the variability management 
seeks to derive the product for a set of users. This product can be the 
configuration of a set of features. In multi-tenant SaaS, the application besides 
derivation of the configuration for each tenant needs to manage an evolving set of 
configurations executing at the same time, one configuration for each tenant. This 
shift in trend is logical as there is a real need to manage the evolution of the multi-
tenant SaaS which is not that critical for SPL or SOA. This trend can be seen in 
recent papers by Sengupta et al. [9], J. Schroeter et al. [40] and Ghaddar et al. 
[41]. Much more research can still be conducted in variability evolution. 
Most of these contributions are based on discussion and example applications 
except for those on variability realization. Actual industry experience and formal 
analysis are still lacking especially for evolution. 
3.3 Service Architectural Choices and Techniques 
In the previous section, we investigate the Web Services adaptability designs 
currently adopted to support multiple tenants. In this section, we extend the 
analysis and categorized these works into architectural choices of service 




these choices and techniques involved, referencing some of the existing works, 
followed by the impact analysis to service variability and service profitability. 
3.3.1 Service Engineering 
Service Provider needs to manage the variability to adapt to the requirements of 
various tenants on top of engineering basic functionality of the service. Variability 
management seeks to identify, describe, design and implement the features, its 
variation points and variants of a service. A feature consists of variation points 
and each variation point represents a decision leading to different variants that can 
be bind to that variation point. For example, if the Service Provider wishes to 
provide a loan approval service consisting of an approval process feature, one key 
decision (variation point) of the feature can be either single or multiple level 
approvals (possible variants). The set of variation points and variants of each 
feature will firstly need to be identified and described so that the tenant can select 
based on their requirements. For variability description, a common approach is to 
describe the variability with models. After selection, the required variants of the 
feature are then implemented with variability realization techniques. These 
techniques differ in the time of binding. Below I introduce commonly used 
variability realization techniques. 
 
 Static Binding Variability Techniques 
Static binding techniques instrument service code for adaptability to tenants' 
variant requirements at the design time. During (pre-) compilation or build 
time, variant requirements are bound to the variation points in service code to 




processing (macros), Java conditional compilation, commenting out feature 
code, design patterns, templates and parameterization, and build tools (e.g., 
make or Ant). Adaptive Reuse Technique ART propose by Jarzabek [1] 
extends the concept of macros to provide better support for variability 
management in terms of generic design and separation of concerns. 
 Dynamic Binding Variability Techniques  
Using dynamic binding techniques, a service can be designed to adapt itself to 
the needs different tenants at runtime. Design patterns, reflection and 
parameter configuration files consulted during runtime as proposed by Arya et 
al. [42], Bezemer [28] and Kwok [29] exemplify dynamic binding techniques. 
Another common technique is using Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) 
technique involves specifying of aspects point cuts and advices for the 
application components. In AOP terms, the join points will need to be 
identified. The advices with the pointcuts will be defined in the aspects that 
will describe the variability. The variability points are identified in the codes 
such that variants can be bind at runtime. Examples of this technique are 
proposed by Morin [43], Jegadeesan et al. [30] and Mietzner et al. [32] 
proposed to use aspect oriented techniques to modularize the variability 
factors as crosscutting concerns or aspects.  
Another widely studied technique is to adopt registry/broker lookup and 
binding technique first introduced for Service Oriented Architecture. It 
involves the binding of the variants to the registry/broker and application 
components lookup the registry/broker at runtime to dynamically bind variants 
to a service. Mietzner et al. [32] [33] recommend to use BPEL or VxBPEL 




customization of the workflow. Mukhija et al. [44] also propose a Dino 
approach for providing runtime support for dynamic and adaptive service 
composition. An illustration of this technique is shown in Figure 15 based on 
the earlier example of loan approval service. Each variant comprised of 
service components and the address of the variant is published to the 
registry/broker. Assuming tenant A requires single level approval for the 
approval process while tenant B requires multiple level approvals. During 
runtime for tenant A, the components for approval process lookup the 
registry/broker, bind to the address of variant (Single Level Approval) and 
invoke the service components. For tenant B, the lookup to the registry/broker 
return the address of the variant for multiple levels approval instead. 
 
Figure 15 Service Engineering (Registry/Broker) 
3.3.2 Service Packaging 
Service components are packaged together during runtime to address tenant’s 
requirements. As new tenants are on-boarded and requirements of existing tenants 
or service functionalities change, these service components must be adapted to 
accommodate evolving needs of tenants with minimum impact to other tenants. 
The packaging technique differs in the level of separation of components among 




works. An illustration is given in Figure 16 using the same loan approval service 
example given in Service Engineering. 
 Service Level Packaging  
For Service Level Packaging, a service is implemented with identified shared 
service components. There is clear separation of components for each service, 
but not between tenants. The tenants who are using the service can be 
temporary affected during service modification but the tenants who are not 
using the service will not be affected. Service Provider typically considers this 
option typically to maximize resource utilization and minimize maintenance 
costs. Two works by Mietzner et al. [32] [33] propose to adopt dynamic 
binding techniques also adopt service level packaging. 
 Tenant Level Packaging 
For Tenant Level Packaging, a service is implemented with specific service 
components for each tenant. There is clear separation of components for each 
tenant. During service modification, only the specific tenants are affected. The 
OSGI framework is one possible platform to achieve tenant level packaging. 
Service Provider considers this option to decouple between tenants or for 
compliance to security requirements. 
 




3.3.3 Service Hosting 
The service components of a service are hosted on an application instance. 
Application instance is a software process (executable application code) running 
on an infrastructure platform to execute the service components. I introduce the 
service hosting techniques that are adopted in current works. An illustration is 
given in Figure 17 using the same loan approval service example given in Service 
Engineering. 
 Shared Instance  
For Shared Instance, tenants access a service through a common application 
instance. Service Provider typically considers this option typically to 
maximize resource utilization. 
 Dedicated Instance 
For Dedicated Instance, each tenant accesses the service on its own dedicated 
application instance. Service Provider considers this option due to high 
variation in tenants' requirements or for compliance to service level 
agreements.  
For example to support multi tenants at database level, the three typical 
approaches as proposed by Jacobs et al. [35] and Kwok et al. [37] are shared 
machine, shared process, and shared table. While shared process and shared table 
are considered as shared instance in service hosting, shared machine is considered 
as dedicated instance. For shared machine, each tenant gets their own database 
process and multiple tenants sharing the same machine. In this approach, the 
benefit is the isolation of data between tenants and does not require further 
modification to existing implementation. However, it does not pool memory and 




tenant gets their own tables and multiple tenants share the same database process. 
For the shared table approach, data from multiple tenants are stored in the same 
tables. For shared table approach, the table will need to be customized with 
extensions to allow for tenant specific rows. One method is to create an additional 
id column to differentiate the tenant. In terms of pooling resources, the shared 
table approach will be the best proposed by Bezemer et al. [28]. In terms of 
isolation for security, the shared machine will be the best option. 
 
Figure 17 Service Hosting 
3.3.4 Impact of the Architectural Choices to Range of Service Variability 
The architectural choices (service engineering, service packaging, service hosting) 
that determine the service architectures impact the range of service variability, 
costs and revenue.  
A service is able to achieve high range of service variability if it has the ability to 
handle high variations of service requirements. A service is implemented by a set 
of service components and variation in requirements can impact any of these 
service components. Take for example service components can be decomposed 
into boundary, controller and entity components. Boundary components are used 
to interface externally with information elements and vary with the elements and 
its representation among tenants. Controller components manage the flow of 
interactions and processing logic which vary among tenants. Entity components 




structures among tenants. To address the variations in service requirements for a 
service, the binding technique needs to consistently address variations across the 
different type of service components, which might be implemented with different 
technologies on different platforms. In this case, static binding (service 
engineering) can better address service variability as compared to dynamic 
binding, which typically focus on particular type of service components (e.g. 
service oriented techniques are focus on the controller components). Addressing 
variations at runtime with dynamic binding techniques also potentially limit the 
extent to which the service can be adapted to varying requirements. Tenant level 
packaging (service packaging) with dedicated instance (service hosting) allows 
for tenants variations in requirements to be fulfil with minimum impact to other 
tenants and is crucial to address requirements of data and process isolation for 
security compliance as compared to service level packaging with shared instance. 
The cost incurred includes the cost for designing the functionality of the service 
and designing for the range of service variability. It also includes the provisioning 
cost for service packaging and service hosting to support service variability. High 
range of service variability can be better supported by static binding (service 
engineering), tenant level packaging (service packaging) and dedicated instance 
(service hosting). However, these decisions require higher costs in terms of design 
efforts and computing resources to run the service. By being able to support 
higher range of service variability, the tenant base can grow, increasing the overall 
revenue from the tenant base. On the other hand, dynamic binding (service 
engineering), service level packaging (service packaging) and shared instance 
(service hosting) though allows lower range of service variability but incurs lower 




needs to make decisions to minimize the cost of service engineering/service 
packaging/service hosting and maximize the revenue (by widening the tenant base 
with higher range of service variability), ultimately affecting the profitability of a 
service. 
Table 2 Impacts to Service Variability 
 
Table 3 Service Architectural Models 
 
3.4 Scenario-Based Analysis of Service Profitability  
Service Provider wants to employ SaaS solution that maximizes profitability of 
selling her application as a service. Therefore, the Service Provider needs service 
architecture for a service that would lower the cost of the service offering and 




 Lowest cost 
The Service Provider chooses the service architecture that incurs lowest cost 
to maximize profits. In particular for service variability, the Service Provider 
has to make decision to support service variability with the lowest cost. 
Service Provider is likely to go for the Fully-Shared model to minimize the 
cost. However, the lower range of service variability implies that some tenants 
with high variations of service requirements cannot be met. 
 Maximize Revenue 
The Service Provider needs to fulfil the tenant's expectations to widen the 
tenant base and increase revenue. The tenant expects their requirements to be 
fulfilled as if the service is single tenant. The Service Provider can go for No-
Shared model. The higher range of service variability implies greater extent of 
the tenant's requirements that can be fulfilled. The associated higher cost 
incurred by the Service Provider implies that the tenants have to be able to 
afford the higher fee. 
 Tenant On-boarding (Low range of service variability)  
The Service Provider wants to on board as many tenants as possible. However, 
the increased revenue of on boarding new tenants should be weighed against 
the cost of adapting the service to possibly new requirements (i.e., the cost of 
service variability). In this example assuming there is an initially small 
number of tenants (e.g. 30 tenants) with low variation of requirements. In this 
case, the Service Provider chooses the Fully-Shared model to minimize the 
cost of service provisioning. If SFEC is the service functionality engineering 
cost, SPCSharedCost(30) is the provisioning cost of shared resources (Fully-




the dynamic binding variability techniques, then the cost of  offering an 
application as a service is:  
SFEC + SPCSharedCost (30) + SVECDynamicCost (30) 
 Tenant On-boarding (High range of service variability) 
Assuming there are 50 more tenants (more diverse requirements) interested in 
the service with 30 existing tenants. The Service Provider can provide 
dedicated service instances for new tenants and applying both static and 
dynamic binding techniques to cater for variant requirements. In this case, the 
Service Provider needs to evaluate the overall cost of providing dedicated 
instances and implementing the static and dynamic binding techniques for a 
No-Shared model. If SVECRedesignDynamicStaticCost (50) is the cost to re-design for 
both static and dynamic binding and SPCDedicatedCost (50) is the provisioning cost 
of dedicated resources to support 50 tenants, then the cost of offering an 
application as a service is: 
SFEC + SPCSharedCost (30) + SVECDynamicCost (30) +  
SPCDedicatedCost (50) + SVECRedesignDynamicStaticCost (50) 
The Service Provider can also chooses to place the 50 tenants on with existing 
tenants in a Partially-Shared model. In this case, the Service Provider needs to 
evaluate the impact due to the higher variability of requirements. If 
SVECRedesignDynamic (50) is the cost to re-design for dynamic binding, then the 
cost equation to address a given range of service variability is: 
 SFEC + SPCSharedCost (30) + SVECDynamicCost (30) +  
SPCSharedCost (50) + SVECRedesignDynamicCost (50) 
To on-board the 50 tenants, the Service Provider can make decisions based on 




Min (SPCSharedCost (50) + SVECRedesignDynamicCost (50),  
SPCDedicatedCost (50) + SVEC RedesignDynamicStaticCost (50), 
SPCSharedCost (50) + SVECRedesignDynamicCost (50)) 
If the Service Provider is aware of the need to support up to 80 tenants (30 
tenants with low variation of requirements and another 50 tenants having high 
degree variation of requirements), the service provider can alternatively plan 
to support the 80 tenants directly with No-Shared for all 80 tenants. If 
SPCDedicatedCost (80) is the cost of provisioning dedicated resources to support 80 
tenants and SVEC (80) is the cost to implement the static and dynamic binding 
variability techniques, then the cost equation to address a given range of 
service variability is: 
SFEC + SPCDedicatedCost (80) + SVECDynamicStaticCost (80) 
 Service Isolation 
To many organizations, security and privacy are still the top issues in adopting 
SaaS. The No-Shared model would be most suitable with software 
components and process instance being tenant-specific. Service Providers 
might want to propose Partially-Shared model (e.g. only the entity 
components are tenant-specific) for the group of tenants who are more price-
sensitive. 
The summary of the relationship of the architectural choices with the range of 
service variability and the number of tenants is shown in Figure 18. With the 
increase of tenants and depending on the degree of variability, the 






Figure 18 Relationship Diagram 
3.5 Related Works 
The profitability model for SaaS is an area that attracts much interest. Ma [23] 
proposes an analytical SaaS cost model based on user's fit and exit costs. Ma et al.  
[45] [46] analyze the pricing strategies for SaaS and COTS. Sengupta and 
Roychoudhury [9] attempts to maximize Service Provider's profit and tenant 
functional commonality for tenant on-boarding in terms of contracts. Pathirage et 
al. [47] propose a multi-tenant workflow engine that maximizes sharing and 
support near zero costs for unused applications. In comparison, we evaluate 
profitability from both the costs and revenue perspectives with the architectural 
choices. 
3.6 Chapter Conclusion 
We addressed the problem of profitability of SaaS solutions in view of the 
revenues from selling the service, and the cost of SaaS computing infrastructure to 
other a service to tenants. The first depends on the number of tenant who pays for 
the service. The latter is determined by the cost of computer resources utilization, 




Provider decisions regarding the choice of service variability (i.e., the ability to 
satisfy the diversity of tenants' requirements) and SaaS architecture for the 
service. With the growing number of tenants, the likelihood of facing more 
diverse tenants' requirements increases. We found that high service variability 
may call for more costly SaaS architectures (e.g., dedicated service instance as 
opposed to shared instance), and more costly techniques for service variability 
management (e.g., static binding as opposed to dynamic binding). We 
summarized the results of our analysis in tables that show influences among 
factors that determine profitability of the SaaS solution. We believe our results 






4 A Conceptual Model to Evaluate Decisions for Service 
Profitability 
4.1 Introduction 
Service Providers maximize service profits by looking into ways to best reduce 
their engineering and provisioning costs while selling the service to possibly a 
large number of satisfied tenants. The choice of service architecture as proposed 
by Ouh and Jarzabek [5] [4] plays a critical role in balancing the way these three 
forces affect service profitability. However, the most scalable and cheapest for 
service provisioning shared service architectures tend to restrict service 
adaptability. It is our goal in this section to analyze in greater details the interplay 
among conflicting forces that affect service profitability, and identify the detailed 
factors behind these forces. The conceptual model of service profitability 
presented in this paper is to help Service Providers better see how decisions 
regarding the choices of service architecture, dynamic (at service runtime) versus 
static (at the service construction-time) service adaptation techniques, or the size 
of the tenant base affect service profitability. In our previous section, we 
described the decisions that Service Providers typically make during service 
engineering regarding the choice of service architecture, service packaging, 
service hosting and the use of static or dynamic binding techniques to adapt 
services to needs of various tenants. Service components can be encapsulated at a 
service or tenant specific level packaging. For service hosting, a service can be 
hosted on a dedicated or shared process instance. Service architectures differ in 
how the service code is managed during service engineering, service execution 




on and formalizes earlier findings to build a conceptual model.  
4.2 Defining Service Architectures 
The range of service variability is the extent to which a Service can be adapted to 
varying service requirements of different tenants. The larger the range the service 
can accommodate, the higher the number of tenants and the higher the revenue for 
the Service Provider. Service architecture is composed of a set of components and 
the relationships among them to implement a service. As described by Ju and 
Sengupta [36], a service supports a set of common features, shared by all the 
tenants, and a set of variant features (FRSV), that are in a range of service 
variability, i.e., features that are of interest to some but not all tenants. Each 
feature f ∈ FRSV corresponds to a set of variation points in service architecture 
components. The purpose of variation points is to enable customization of 
components whenever f is required by a tenant. A selected variant to be bind to a 
variation point is composed of service components of one or more modules as 
shown in Figure 19.  
  
Figure 19 Service, Features and Variants 
Fully-Shared (SAFS) is a service architecture based on a shared process instance 
with service components being shared by tenants during service execution. 




of the feature for service running in SAFS. The range of service variability that is 
supported by SAFS is as follows:  
 At least one new variant or variation point needs to be designed and 
deployed onto existing process instance to support the varying 
requirements.   
 Existing features can be configured on existing process instance to support 
the varying requirements   
Partially-Shared (SAPS) is a service architecture based on a shared process 
instance but, as opposed to SAFS, service components in SAPS can be tenant level 
or service level packaged. In other words, the service components packaged in the 
module can be servicing a set of tenants or a particular tenant. Both static and 
dynamic techniques can be used to bind the variants to the variation points of the 
features for Service running in SAPS. The range of service variability that is 
supported by SAPS includes the variability supported by SAFS and the following:  
 For at least one new variant, variation points need to be designed and 
deployed onto a dedicated process instance to support the varying 
requirements.  
Existing features can be configured, but some features need to be deployed onto a 
dedicated process instance to support varying requirements.  Non-Shared (SANS) 
is based on each tenant having its own, dedicated process instance and the service 
components being tenant level packaged. Both static and dynamic techniques can 
be used to bind the variants to the variation points of the features for Service 




includes the variability supported by SAPS and the following:   All required 
features need to be deployed onto a dedicated process instance to support the 
varying requirements.  
The service architecture can be hybrid, comprising of a combination of existing 
service architectures. Service Providers can adopt a hybrid service architecture at 
additional cost to manage multiple architectures but able to support different 
variation of tenant’s requirements. The SAFS+PS is the hybrid service architecture 
comprising of SAFS and SAPS. SAFS+PS+NS is the hybrid service architecture 
comprising of SAFS, SAPS and SANS. The white portions indicate components of 
the architecture that are not shared among tenants and the dark portions indicate 
components that are shared among tenants. The deployment diagrams of the three 
basic service architectures SAFS, SAPS and SANS are shown in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20 Service Architectures 
Service architectures that share runtime resources to minimize provisioning cost 
potentially limit the extent to which services can be adapted to varying 
requirements of tenants. For example, a tenant who requires service to be 
processed and data isolated due to security regulations cannot be on-boarded 








































































































































architecture that does not have clear separation of runtime resources between 
tenants. Having clear separation of runtime resources among tenants incurs higher 
provisioning cost for the Service Provider, which would be likely passed on to the 
tenant as higher service price. On the other hand, there are also tenants who are 
price-sensitive with minimum variations of requirements. In this case, Service 
Providers can best minimize cost by engineering the service on a service 
architecture that shares resources. To the Service Provider, what are the factors 
and how they interplay can greatly impact their service profitability. We 
formalized these factors into a Service Profitability Model to help Service 
Providers analyze a complicated web of interrelated factors affecting service 
profitability. 
4.3 Conceptual Model of Service Profitability 
Service architectures that share runtime resources to minimize provisioning cost 
potentially limit the extent to which services can be adapted to varying 
requirements of tenants. For example, a tenant who requires service to be 
processed and data isolated due to security regulations cannot be on-board 
together with other tenants (that do not have such requirements) with a service 
architecture that does not have clear separation of runtime resources between 
tenants. Having clear separation of runtime resources among tenants incurs higher 
provisioning cost for the Service Provider, which would be likely passed on to the 
tenant as higher service price. On the other hand, there are also tenants who are 
price-sensitive with minimum variations of requirements. In this case, Service 
Providers can best minimize cost by engineering the service on a service 




and how they interplay can greatly impact their service profitability. We 
formalized these factors into a Service Profitability Model to help Service 
Providers analyze a complicated web of interrelated factors affecting service 
profitability.  
Service Providers seek to maximize their profitability in the long term by 
minimizing their costs while maximizing their revenue. A Service Provider can 
re-engineer an existing application into a service or develop a service from 
scratch. This is the cost incurred in engineering the functionality of the service. 
The engineering cost varies depending on the choice of service architecture, but is 
independent of the number of tenants. Besides engineering service functionality, a 
Service Provider needs engineer variability into a service to accommodate 
variations in requirements among tenants. For business strategic reasons, a 
Service Provider may have some target tenants in mind and engineer the 
variability to meet the varying requirements of the target tenants. The extent of the 
service variability can vary with each variability technique and the selected 
service architecture, which in turn impact the cost to engineer for variability. 
Service engineering costs can be estimated with software cost estimation tools 
(e.g., COCOMOII [14]) typically in terms of function points or lines of code. The 
other factor to the cost on top of service engineering cost is the provisioning cost. 
This cost is incurred to host the service in a hardware and network environment to 
serve the tenant’s requests. The provisioning cost varies with the selected service 
architectures and the extent of service variability. The provisioning can be hosted 
internally or externally, virtualized or non-virtualized. To minimize provisioning 
cost, a virtualized environment is usually adopted. One key factor to whether the 




Provisioning cost of virtualized environment can be estimated on the respective 
cloud hosting sites (e.g., Amazon Web Services [48]). During the lifecycle of the 
service, new tenants might be interested to subscribe to the same service. For 
business reasons, a Service Provider may also wish to on-board new tenants to 
maximize their revenue. However, the current extent of service variability might 
not exactly fit the requirements of the new tenants. The additional engineering and 
provisioning costs vary with the selected service architectures, adopted variability 
technique and the extent of variability of the tenant’s requirements. The costs to 
engineer and provision for delta variability can be estimated similarly as described 
earlier. Service revenue will vary with the number of initial set and new set of 
tenants. Service profitability for providing the service in the long term can be 
measured by the net present value of the revenue gained minus the costs incurred 
over a pre-determined investment horizon, taking into account the value of money 
over time. For the rest of this section, we define the terms and use them in the 
conceptual model of service profitability. A conceptual model of Service 





Figure 21 Conceptual Model for Service Profitability 
4.3.1 Impact of Service Architectures to Service Profitability 
For SAFS, the service engineering cost to support the given range of variability is 
composed of implementing the dynamic binding techniques to bind the variants to 
the variation points identified for each feature of the Service. The service 
provisioning costs to support the given range of service variability is composed of 
provisioning the hardware and infrastructure resources to support the tenant base. 
Among the basic architectures, SAFS has the lowest provisioning costs due to 
sharing of resources. Delta variability that is the changes to existing Service 
requirements by new tenants have to be supported by the service architecture to 
on-board the tenant. If the delta variability is outside the given range of service 
variability of SAFS then there are two possible scenarios. One scenario is that the 
Service Provider incurs the service variability delta costs to engineer the delta 
variability into the existing SAFS. (e.g., implementing new variants or variation 




cannot be on-board as the delta variability cannot be supported on existing SAFS 
(e.g., tenant require total isolation of software, process and data).  
For SAPS, the service variability engineering costs to support the given range of 
service variability is higher than SAFS as the Service Provider needs to implement 
both the dynamic and the static binding techniques. The service provisioning costs 
are also higher than SAFS due to the tenant level packaging leading to the need to 
provision more resources to support more software components. If the delta 
variability of new tenants is outside the given range of service variability of SAPS, 
a Service Provider can on-board the tenants by incurring service variability delta 
costs to engineer the delta variability into the existing SAPS. (e.g., implementing 
new variants or variation points that can be shared among tenants or supporting 
isolation of software or data). As SAPS is running on shared process instance, the 
Service Provider is unable to on-board the tenant if the tenant has requirements 
that require a dedicated process instance (e.g., isolation of processes).  
For SANS, the service variability engineering cost to support the given range of 
service variability is lower than SAPS as it needs to implement only based on static 
binding techniques. The service provisioning costs are the highest among SANS 
and SAPS as dedicated resources are provided for each tenant. If the delta 
variability of new tenants is outside the given range of service variability of SANS, 
SANS can support delta variability of new tenants (even for isolation of process) 
due to dedicated process instances.  
For SAFS+PS, the service variability engineering costs to support the given range of 




techniques and the need to support two basic service architectures. It is higher 
than any of the basic architectures SAFS, SAPS or SANS. Depending on whether the 
service is provisioned on SAFS and/or SAPS, the provisioning costs for SAFS+PS can 
be calculated from the respective provisioning costs of SAFS and/or SAPS. The 
support of delta variability is similar to the scenarios in basic architectures of 
SAFS or SAPS.  
For SAFS+PS and SAFS+PS+NS, the service variability engineering costs to support 
the given range of service variability involves the implementation of both 
dynamic and static binding techniques and the need to support all three basic 
service architectures. Depending on whether the service is provisioned on SAFS, 
SAPS and/or SANS, the provisioning costs for SAFS+PS can be calculated from the 
respective provisioning costs of SAFS, SAPS and/or SANS.  
4.4 Key Questions to Service Profitability  
Questions 1 to 3 and 4 to 6 are related to the revenue and cost of the Service 
Profitability Model. Questions 7 to 9 are related to service architectures, while the 
last question is related to the overall service profitability. Based on the conceptual 
model of Service Profitability, we describe the relevance of each question to the 
conceptual model and its importance to Service Provider. 
1) How many tenants will have to be on boarded so that the profit from service 
outweighs the cost of building it?   
For a given service architecture based on the model, the Service Provider can 
simulate the number of tenants against the expected cost incurred to build the 




the initial total service costs. The answer to this question will help the Service 
Provider to estimate the breakeven point for service cost and revenue. 
2) How many new delta-tenants will have to be on boarded to outweigh the cost 
of implementing changes (delta requirements) required for new tenants?   
For a given service architecture , the Service Provider can simulate the number of 
delta tenants against the expected delta cost incurred to build the service, the 
Service Provider has a better insight on the breakeven point for the delta costs. To 
Service Providers, this is another question on the breakeven of their investment. It 
differs from question 7 in terms of the delta cost against the delta revenue gained 
from the delta tenant base. 
3) Which pricing strategy should a Service Provider adopt for the service?  
The right pricing strategy positively impacts the total service revenue and delta 
revenue to be gained. The pricing strategy can be pay as per use, subscription-
based, tiered based, transaction based or mixture of the above. The pricing 
strategy can also vary across time. For a given service architecture, the Service 
Provider can simulate the expected distribution of tenants for each of the pricing 
strategies across the investment horizon and evaluate for overall service 
profitability.  
4) Is it better to re-engineer from existing code or develop services from scratch? 
The decision to this question impacts the service functionality engineering cost, 
which is independent of the number of tenants. Based on simulation of the 
expected distribution of tenants, this question can be addressed to see if the impact 
of the additional costs to develop from scratch versus the savings by re-




5) Should a Service Provider provision the service internally or externally?  
The impact of hosting choices on service profitability can be inferred from service 
provisioning and service provisioning delta costs. The cost of provisioning the 
service internally typically incurs higher upfront setup and maintenance cost than 
external provisioning. However, it provides higher degree of security in terms of 
privacy and isolation of data and processes. Provisioning the service externally 
can decrease upfront setup and maintenance costs, but the level of control is also 
reduced. Based on the above, simulations can be run with these costs and 
expected distribution of tenants to analyze overall service profitability.  
6) Which variability technique should a Service Provider apply to address the 
required range of service variability?   
A Service Provider can apply static variability techniques to address higher degree 
of variability, but can also be more costly as compared to only applying dynamic 
variability techniques to address runtime variability. The adoption of variability 
technique impacts the service variability engineering cost and service engineering 
delta cost. Additionally, due to the variability technique, new tenants with 
requirements that do not fit the service variability will either be unable to on-
board or the service architecture needs to evolve. Assuming the service 
architecture remains the same, the Service Provider can simulate the expected 
distribution of tenants for each of the adopted variability techniques and evaluate 
for overall service profitability.  





Based on the conceptual model, a Service Provider can estimate the total service 
costs incurred for each choice of the service architecture. In addition, a Service 
Provider may simulate a set of expected delta tenants that can be on boarded 
within the pre-determined specified investment horizon and measure the impact to 
total service costs, total service revenue and overall service profits.  
8) Should a Service Provider on-board new tenant if this requires the change of 
service architecture?   
On-boarding new tenants present new business opportunities, but also incur costs 
to implement extra delta variability into the Service. This cost grows further if on-
boarding new tenants require the change of service architecture, e.g., from shared 
to dedicated. In this case based on the model, the Service Provider can simulate 
different distributions of tenants and evaluate the overall profitability. These 
distributions differ in their degree of varying requirements and evaluate the 
service profitability impact on each of the service architectures. From the results, 
a Service Provider can have a better insight whether to evolve their architecture or 
not.  
9) Should a Service Provider adopt specific service architecture or a hybrid of 
service architectures?   
Besides deciding on the type variability techniques, adopting a hybrid of service 
architectures requires additional cost incurred to manage the variability across 
service architectures. The Service Provider can simulate the expected distribution 
of tenants for each service architecture including different hybrids and evaluate 




10) If a Service Provider has an objective to achieve a certain level of service 
profitability within a certain investment horizon, what costs and revenue the 
Service Provider needs to incur and gain?  
This question can be considered an optimization problem in terms of maximizing 
the total service revenue and delta revenue while minimizing the total service 
costs and delta cost for a given level of service profitability. From the conceptual 
model, factors that affect the total service cost and total service revenue can be 
defined as equations to be evaluated by an optimization solver. More than one 
optimal set of values is possible in this case. The Service Provider can evaluate 
and design towards one of these values in this optimal set.  
Each of these questions can be addressed at the lower level of abstraction. For 
example, in the first question, the assumption of a given service architecture can 
be further decomposed to evaluate against a set of service architectures for the 
Service Provider to be able to evaluate more scenarios. 
4.5 Related Work 
There is much literature on how to minimize service engineering and provisioning 
costs to improve service profitability. Existing methods focus on variability 
techniques to enable late binding of the service variants, customization of business 
process execution language (BPEL) process with variability descriptors as 
described by Mietzner and Leymann [32] and variability modelling techniques to 
manage the variability in service applications as described by Mietzner et al. [26] 
and Morin et al. [43]. Kwok and Mohindra [37] propose to lower the provisioning 




board a new tenant. A resource consumption estimation model to optimally place 
on-boarding tenants is also studied by Zhang et al. [49]. 
A single-instance multi-tenant service application enables a Service Provider to 
achieve economies of scale through runtime sharing. However, runtime sharing 
can make tenant-specific variations difficult to achieve in such an application as it 
needs to realize the variability across different tenants in the single-instance 
application as discovered by Indika et al. [50]. For the software as service 
paradigm to truly meet its potential, Sengupta et al. [9] propose that vendors will 
need to move away from building rigid “one-size-fits-all” systems, or those that 
offer a fixed set of available customization options from which tenants must 
select. Service paradigm essentially is an economic model for software 
consumption; hence, many of these activities would have to be grounded on the 
basis of financial reasoning that can benefit the vendor as well as the tenants. In 
contrast with other works that addresses costs or benefits independently, this 
paper takes a holistic view of service adoption in terms of service profitability. To 
the best of our knowledge, there are no such economics-driven service adoption 
evaluation methods; therefore service adoption is frequently made without 
holistically evaluating whether it is economically worthwhile to invest for the 
long term. In this thesis, we seek to propose an economic model of service 
profitability based on high-level conceptual model of service profitability 
(original contribution) and existing value-added software engineering metrics and 
economics-driven models used in other areas. We believe that the reasoning based 
on service profitability is able to address the service paradigm with a more 




4.6 Chapter Conclusion 
Our proposed Service Profitability Model formalizes the interplay of multiple 
factors that influence service profitability. The model addresses decisions related 
to the tenant base, required range of service variability, service architecture and 
the use of variability techniques. Our model shows how these decisions affect 
service cost and revenue. We illustrated the usage of our profitability model with 
an analysis of service architectures and service profitability scenarios. We believe 
the model will help Service Providers maximize service profitability. Our 
subsequent work is to extend our Service Profitability Model with quantitative 






5 An Adaptability-Driven Economic Model and Tool for 
Analysis of Service Profitability 
5.1 Introduction 
Despite much work on cloud computing, migration strategies into SaaS and their 
impact on service profitability has not been adequately addressed in literature. 
Sengupta and Roychoudhury [9] believe that for the SaaS paradigm to truly meet 
its potential, vendors will need to move away from building rigid “one-size-fits-
all” systems, or those that offer a fixed set of available customization options from 
which tenants must select. Consequently, Service Providers lack clear guidelines 
when they should consider moving towards SaaS, what form of SaaS is most 
suitable in their situation and what will be the overall impact of adopting SaaS on 
profits. In work described in this paper, we attempt to fill this gap as follows: We 
started by formalizing concepts pertaining to migrating to SaaS, and the 
dependencies among those concepts. A conceptual model, described in our earlier 
section provides a ground for qualitative analysis of service profitability. Our 
conceptual model helps a Service Provider spot the decisions regarding service 
architecture and provisioning that are relevant in her situation, but it does not 
allow her to reason about the impact of those decisions on profitability in any 
rigorous way. The contribution of this section is an economic model of service 
profitability that we built on top of the conceptual model. This extended model 
assigns weights to various decisions and captures the impact of those decisions as 
formulas, in quantitative way. In particular, our economic model allows Service 




questions such as: “To what degree does the selection of service architecture 
impact service profitability?” 
Our economic model can help Service Providers to evaluate the impact of various 
decisions and SaaS strategies in more systematic way than the conceptual model 
originally described by Ouh and Jarzabek [51] [52] alone, but is difficult to use 
manually. Therefore, we also implemented a tool called Service Profitability 
Analyzer (SPA) [53] that automates model calculations and guides SP in 
exploring migration strategies to SaaS and their expected profits. 
5.2 Model Definitions 
A Service Provider needs to address two sets of tenants’ requirements for a given 
service: the initial tenant base (TB) and the delta tenant base (DTB). A Service 
Provider may already have the need to provide the service to a set of initial 
tenants. On the other hand during service period, new tenants may request to use 
the service and these tenants form the delta tenant base.  
The Range of Service Variability (RSV) is the extent to which a Service can be 
adapted to varying service requirements of different tenants. The bigger range the 
service can accommodate, more tenants can be on-boarded and higher revenue for 
the Service Provider. To on-board a tenant, the Service must be able to meet the 
requirements of that tenant. As RSV reflects the Service Provider’s ability to 
customize the Service, RSV determines the TB that can be supported. On the 
other hand for business strategic reasons, the Service Provider may have some 
target tenants in mind and engineer the RSV to meet the varying requirements of 
the target TB. Service Provider’s dream is always to engineer a service where 




Service Profits are determined by the Total Service Cost (TSC) incurred and Total 
Service Revenue (TSR) gained when providing the service. Costs are incurred to 
engineer the functionality of the Service and to engineer the Service to support a 
given RSV on a given Service Architecture (SA). We termed this as Service 
Functionality Engineering Cost (SFEC) and Service Variability Engineering Cost 
(SVEC) respectively, collectively termed as the Service Engineering Costs (SEC). 
SFEC includes the service development costs (requirements gathering, service 
design, service implementation, service testing) to engineer the service. SVEC 
includes the service variability costs to support the range of service variability 
with the selected Variability Techniques (VT) on a given SA. There are also costs 
involved to provide the hardware and infrastructure resources to support a given 
TB on a given SA. We termed this as Service Provisioning Costs (SPC). SPC can 
be incurred upfront independent of number of tenants SPCUpfront or during 
operation based on the number of tenants SPCOp. On premise private cloud 
provisioning typically incurred high SPCUpfront  (e.g. datacenter costs) as compared 
to public cloud provisioning which most of the costs are incurred during operation 
(SPCOp). TSR is the total revenue from selling the Service on a given service SA 
for the TB. 
Delta Variability (DV) is the changes to existing Service requirements required to 
on-board new tenant(s), part of the delta tenant base (DTB). The degree of 
engineering changes due to DV is termed as DVengineering and the degree of 
provisioning changes due to DV is termed as DVprovisioning. Delta Cost (DC) is the 
cost to implement DV for a given DTB on a given SA. DC comprises of Service 
Engineering Delta Cost (SEDC) and Service Provisioning Delta Cost (SPDC). 




engineering (SEDC) and provisioning cost (SPDC) for that tenant as follows.  
SEDC = DVengineering * SEC * αSA,VT  -- Equation 1 
SPDC = DVprovisioning * SPC * βSA -- Equation 2 
DVengineering and DVprovisioning are the delta variability associated with engineering 
and provisioning for the delta tenants with value between 0 and 1. α and β are 
weighted cost coefficients, denoting the impact to the engineering and 
provisioning costs with a given service architecture and applied variability 
technique. Intuitively, SEDC is the cost incurred for engineering the DV based on 
the original engineering cost incurred on the given architecture with the applied 
variability technique. Similarly, SPDC is the cost incurred for provisioning due to 
the DV based on the original provisioning cost incurred on the given architecture. 
Service Profits (SP) are the monetary benefits from selling the service, taking into 
account the cost and revenue of both the tenant base and the delta tenant base: 
Providing services for multi-tenants is typically a multi-year project for the 
Service Providers. As such, we take into account the present value of money over 
time for economic analysis and use the net present value (NPV), expanding on 
existing literature studies by Mili et al. [16] and Frakes et al. [54] for the context 
of service profitability. The SP (in terms of NPV) value takes into account the 
engineering and provisioning costs and the revenue gained for both the tenant and 
delta tenants over an investment cycle. Given an investment cycle Y referring to 
the expected duration of the investment measured in number of years and discount 
rate d referring to the time value of money, typically range between 0.1 and 0.2, 








𝒚∈𝒀  -- Equation 3 
Intuitively, the overall service profits are the sum of the incurred service 
engineering and upfront provisioning costs (regardless of the number or usage of 
on-boarded tenants) and the yearly profits (both costs incurred and revenue 
gained) from the on-boarded tenants, taking into account the value of money over 
time. The on-boarded tenants include both the tenants of the tenant base and delta 
tenant base. TSR is the revenue gained and SPCOP is the cost incurred to provision 
during service operations for all the tenants of the tenant base. DR is the total 
delta revenue gained and DC is the delta cost incurred to support all the tenants in 
the delta tenant base.  
The expected return on investment (ROI) takes into account service profits over 
the total service and delta costs for a specified number of investment years. By 
dividing the ROI value by the value y which is the number of investment years, 
the annualized ROI can be obtained. 
ROI (annualized) = 
𝑺𝑷
(𝑺𝑬𝑪+ 𝑺𝑷𝑪𝑼𝒑𝒇𝒓𝒐𝒏𝒕)(𝒚)
  -- Equation 4 
The following definitions (Defn) summarize the above concepts.  
Defn 1: Tenant Base (TB) comprises of the initial tenants of a given service.  
Defn 2: Delta Tenant Base (DTB) comprises of the tenants a Service Provider 
expects to on-board in a specific time frame in the future.  
Defn 3: Total Service Cost (TSC) is the cost of engineering a Service for a given 
RSV (targeting a given TB) and provisioning the Service to that TB defined as a 




TSC<SA, RSV, TB, VT> = SEC<SA,RSV, VT> + SPC<SA,TB> 
Defn 4: Total Service Revenue (TSR) is the revenue from selling a Service to a 
given TB.  
Defn 5: Service Engineering Cost (SEC) is the cost of engineering the Service for 
a given SA and RSV defined as a function of <SA, RSV, VT >.  
SEC <SA, RSV, VT> = SFEC <SA>+SVEC <SA, RSV, VT> 
Defn 6: Service Functionality Engineering Cost (SFEC) is the cost of engineering 
Service functionality on a given SA.  
Defn 7: Service Variability Engineering Cost (SVEC) is the cost of engineering 
Service to support a given RSV on a given SA, defined as a function of <SA, 
RSV, VT>.  
Defn 8: Service Provisioning Cost (SPC) is the cost to provide hardware and 
infrastructure resources to provision a Service to support a given RSV on a given 
SA. SPC is defined as a function of <SA, RSV>.  
Defn 9: Delta Variability (DV) is the changes to existing Service requirements 
required to on-board a given DTB.  
Defn 10: Delta Cost (DC) is the cost to implement DV for a given DTB on a 
given SA and defined as a function of <SA, DV, VT>.  
DC <SA, DV, VT> = SEDC <SA, DV, VT> + SPDC <SA, DV> 
Defn 11: Service Engineering Delta Cost (SEDC) is the cost to engineer the DV 





Defn 12: Service Provisioning Delta Cost (SPDC) is the cost to provide hardware 
and infrastructure resources to support the DV of a given DTB on a given SA, 
defined as a function of <SA, DV>.  
Defn 13: Delta Revenue (DR) is the revenue from selling a Service to a given 
DTB.  
Defn 14: Service Profits (SP) is the profits from selling a Service to a given TB 
and DTB defined as a function of <TSR, TSC, DR, DC>.  
Table 4 lists acronyms for profitability terms used in the model.  
Table 4 Legend of Acronyms in Service Profitability Model 
DC Delta Cost 
DR Delta Revenue 
DTB Delta Tenant Base 
DV Delta Variability 
NPV Net Present Value 
ROI Return On Investment 
RSV Range of Service Variability 
SA Service Architecture 
SAFS Fully Shared SA 
SAPS Partially Shared SA 
SANS Non Shared SA 
SAPS+NS Hybrid Partially and Non Shared SA 
SAFS+PS+NS Hybrid Fully, Partially and Non Shared SA 
SEC Service Engineering Cost 




SFEC Service Functionality Engineering Cost 
SP Service Profits 
SPC Service Provisioning Cost 
SPDC Service Provisioning Delta Cost 
SVEC Service Variability Engineering Cost 
TB Tenant Base 
TSC Total Service Cost 
TSR Total Service Revenue 
VT Variability Technique 
 
5.3 Process to Analyze Service Profitability 
In this section, we introduce a systematic process to analyze service profitability. 
The steps involves the determination of the tenants (e.g. number of tenants), 
followed by the initial, delta service costing and service revenue to compute the 
overall profitability. These steps are shown in Figure 22.  
 
Figure 22 Process to analyze Service Profitability 
 
5.3.1 Tenant Base Determination  
This process step allows the Service Provider to specify or make their 













assumptions on the initial and delta set of tenants’ information in terms of the 
number of tenants and number of users per tenant. In additional, the Service 
Provider should be able to specify or assume (e.g. based on variability 
distributions) the delta tenant’s requirements. These information will be essential 
in the computation of costing, revenue generation and overall profits. 
5.3.2 Service Costing  
In our previous study described in [51] and earlier section 5.2, we introduced five 
types of service architectures. Fully-Shared (SAFS), Partially-Shared (SAPS), Non-
Shared (SANS) and Hybrids (SAFS+PS and SAFS+PS+NS). For analysis of service 
profitability, this second step allows the Service Provider to estimates the 
functionality engineering, variability engineering and provisioning costs for a 
given architecture.  
In order to engineer the service for the functional and varying requirements of the 
tenants, the Service Provider needs to adopt variability techniques of which the 
costs can differ substantially. These service costs can also differ if the Service 
Provider decides to migrate from existing application or develop the service from 
scratch. One common cost estimation model is COCOMO II that can be used for 
computing the service engineering and service variability engineering costs. The 
effort estimation of COCOMO II is based on the formula  
Effort Estimation = 2.94 * EAF * (KSLOC)E -- Equation 5 
where EAF is the effort adjustment Factor derived from the software cost drivers 
E is an exponent derived from the five software scale drivers. KLOC refers to 
1000 source lines of code.  Based on a given service architecture, Service 




provisioning costs can differ if the Service Provider decides to lease from external 
cloud providers, hosting as private cloud or adopt hybrid cloud. Hosting on 
private cloud incurs higher upfront infrastructure and hardware costs and during 
operations, incurs the running (e.g. electricity and data center) and maintenance 
costs. On the other hand, leasing from external cloud providers who provides the 
infrastructures and platforms incurs lower upfront costs and during operations, the 
pricing strategies can differ in terms of workload, size of network traffic and 
storage requirements. For example, cost estimation for the service provisioning on 
the cloud can be calculated by using available data from existing cloud providers 
(e.g. Amazon EC2) and their pricing strategies for compute servers which are 
categorized into reserved (for stead-state workload), spikes (for on-demand 
workload), spot (for time-insensitive workload) and dedicated (for security and 
compliance).  
5.3.3 Service Delta Costing  
When new delta tenants arrive with varying requirements that are outside the 
range of service variability of a given service architecture (delta variability), both 
the software components and service architecture potentially need to be modified. 
This process step allows the Service Provider to estimate the effort and cost to 
engineer and provision for the delta variability of the delta tenants for a given 
architecture. New (delta) tenants with service requirements already within the 
current range of service variability can be on-board based on the existing service 
architecture, with no additional engineering cost. Otherwise the Service Provider 
may need to decide whether to incur additional engineering and provisioning costs 
to address the delta variability as required by the new tenant or choose not to on-




Cost estimation for the delta service engineering and service provisioning can be 
calculated based on equations 1 and 2. 
5.3.4 Service Revenue 
In the software-as-a-service (SaaS) model, customers can access software online 
as needed instead of permanently installing it on their computers. This process 
step allows the Service Provider to specify or make their assumptions on the 
service revenue models.  Ojala [55] describes the most common SaaS revenue 
models namely pay-per-use, software rental and software licensing. With pay per 
use, there’s a unit with a fixed price, and a customer is periodically charged 
according to the units used. For SaaS, the metered unit might be based on the 
number of tenant users, the number of transactions handled, or some combination 
of these. In software rental, the customer pays a negotiated subscription fee to use 
the software license for a certain limited time. In the case of software licensing, 
the customer can buy a traditional license for a workstation or use the software in 
a private cloud.  
5.3.5 Service Profitability  
The services costs, service delta costs and revenue gained from on-boarded tenant 
collectively determined the service profits. Based on the equations 3 and 4, this 
step calculates the service profits, expected ROI and annualized ROI over a pre-
determined service period. The Service Provider can evaluate the outcomes of the 
service profitability based on different inputs and decisions made.  
5.4 Tooling to Analyze Service Profitability 




multiple factors affecting costs and gains. When designing and provisioning a 
service, Service Provider may also have various goals for profitability analysis or 
constraints regarding tenant base or service costs. We implemented a Service 
Profitability Analyzer (SPA) tool to allow Service Provider to easily analyze 
service profitability under various strategies for service design and deployment.  
5.4.1 Tool Features 
SPA tool implements the concepts and equations defined in the Profitability 
Model and process to carry out the analysis under required assumptions. The main 
user interface of SPA tool is shown in Figure 23. The left panel of the tool shows 
the process steps which can be clicked to open up the relevant configuration 
panels. One example is the Determine Tenants configuration panel shown in 
Figure 23, which appears after clicking on the Service Tenants area. Besides the 
number of tenants, this configuration panel also shows the possible delta 
variability configurations with values of low, high and random. A low delta 
variability value indicates a high distribution of the delta tenants require minimum 
changes required to existing service and a high delta variability value indicates a 
high distribution of the delta tenants require substantial changes to existing 
service. A random delta variability value allows the tool to simulate based on a 
random distribution of the tenants’ delta variability. The right panel of the tool 





Figure 23 Service Profitability Analyzer Tool – Tenant Base Determination 
To analyze the cost of engineering and provisioning for the specified tenant base, 
Service Provider estimate the costing by clicking on the Service Costing area on 
the tool, which opens up more configuration panels as shown in Figure 24.  
 
Figure 24 Service Profitability Analyzer Tool - Service Engineering Cost 
The Service Costing panel shown in Figure 24 consists of the cost values for 
SFEC, SVEC and SPC of each of the architectures. To facilitate the computation 
using typical COCOMO II model, the Service Provider can use the COCOMO II 
panel to input their estimations. The tool will automatically compute the effort 
based on equation 5 using these inputs. 
For computation of provisioning costs, the tool built in the cost calculator based 




for the key web services provided by Amazon; Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud 
(EC2), Simple Storage Service (S3), Relational Database Service (RDS), 
DynamoDB, Route 53 and CloudFront. Amazon EC2 provides resizable compute 
capacity while Amazon S3 provides the fully redundant data storage infrastructure 
for storing and retrieving any amount of data. Amazon RDS makes it easy to set 
up, operate, and scale a relational database (e.g. MySQL, Oracle, SQL Server) in 
the cloud while Amazon DynamoDB is a fast and flexible NoSQL database 
service for all applications that need consistent, single-digit millisecond latency at 
any scale. In terms of networking and content delivery, Amazon Route 53 is a 
highly available and scalable Domain Name System (DNS) web service and 
Amazon CloudFront provides an easy way to distribute content to end users with 
low latency and high data transfer speeds. The calculation of the Amazon services 
are based on the publicly accessible pricing calculator described on the Amazon 
article [48].  
 
Figure 25 Service Profitability Analyzer Tool - Service Provisioning Cost 




1: procedure compute 
2: set investYearCount=0, simulationCount=0  
3:  ‘For initial tenant base 
4: SEC = computeServiceCost(SA, RSV, TB, VT)       
5: TSR = computeServiceRevenue(TB)                        
6:  
7: ‘For delta tenant base  
8: while (simulationCount < requiredSimulations) 
9:    while (investYearCount < requiredInvestYears) 
10:         for each delta tenant  
11:              Generate isolationLevel and DV 
12:              if isolationLevel within threshold of service architectures 
13:                  DCtenant=computeDeltaServiceCost(DV, SA, VT)  
14:                  DRtenant=computeDeltaServiceRevenue(DV,SA, VT) 
15:              endif 
16:          endfor 
17:     endwhile 
18: endwhile 
19: SP = computeServiceProfitability(SEC,TSR, SPC, DR, DC) 
20: ROI = computeROI(SEC, SP) 
21: endprocedure 
costing configuration panel for inputs of more parameters related to the simulation 
and delta costing. As shown in Figure 26, the α and β values for each of the 
architecture, the number of simulations and investment years are parameters that 
can also be set.  
 
Figure 26 Service Profitability Analyzer Tool - Service Delta Cost 
Figure 27 Pseudo codes for Service Profitablity Computation 
When the Service Provider is ready with the simulation and click on the 




profits and ROI and shown in the results panel. The pseudo codes are shown in 
Figure 27. We implemented SPA using Visual Basic .Net to compute the 
equations defined in the Service Profitability Model, allowing for dynamic user 
interactivity and animations.  
5.4.2 Tool Customization 
Designing the tool basing on a set of fixed cost models would limit its potential 
applicability. As such, we design the tool to be open and adaptable by other model 
developers so that custom models can be easily plugged into the tool for 
computation. The requirements of the adaptable design include the need for 
custom user interface to receive model inputs, custom model logic for 
computation and a mechanism to dynamic load the custom model from the tool. 
Based on our design of the tool using .Net, we consider the following two options 
to enable dynamic loading of external plug-ins. 
1. Dynamic Loading for both user interface and model logic on the fly 
In this design, the model designer designs the user interface in XML format 
and program the model logic in .Net language. During run time, The XML-
based user interface is interpreted and the model logic is compiled on the fly. 
This enables the model designer to easily plug in and modify the user interface 
and model logic of their custom model without compilation. On the other 
hand, the downside of this design is the likelihood of run time errors thrown 
out by the tool due to invalid XML file, .Net syntax or logic errors. 
2. Loading using Dynamic Link Libraries 
A dynamic link library (DLL) is a module that contains functions and data that 




kinds of functions: exported and internal. The exported functions are intended 
to be called by other modules, as well as from within the DLL where they are 
defined. Internal functions are typically intended to be called only from within 
the DLL where they are defined. DLLs provide a way to modularize 
applications so that their functionality can be updated and reused more easily. 
In this design, the model designer can develop the user interface and model 
logic using Visual Studio or other similar tools can package the project as a 
DLL. This design allows for early detection of syntax and logic errors during 
linking and compilation. The downside to this design is the need of tools and 
additional effort to compile and package the source codes for the user 
interface and model logic as DLL.  
In this thesis, we adopt the dynamic link libraries design, primarily due to better 
stability during run time. The plug-ins are implemented as dynamic link libraries 
(DLLs) using .Net Visual Studio and uses .Net reflection to dynamically load the 
DLLs during runtime based on a local configuration file. The dynamic loading of 
DLLs can also be easily extended to load from an external source.  
SPA Tool Adaptation using Dynamic Link Libraries 
The SPA tool is pluggable to include other cost models for calculation. By 
default, the plug-ins for service costing support COCOMO II for service 
functionality engineering cost estimation and Amazon AWS for service 
provisioning cost estimations. If the model designer wishes to enable new plug-
ins, the tool can easily adapt to custom plug-ins developed with Microsoft .Net 




The cost model plug-ins are invoked by the tool based on the configuration 
(config.xml) shown in Figure 28. The tool uses .Net Reflection to dynamically 
load the cost model during runtime. The current cost models are implemented in 
SPACOCOMOIIModel.dll (for COCOMO II), SPAAmazonAWSModel.dll (for 
Amazon AWS) and SPAExtrapolation.dll (to do simple extrapolation). 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<config> 
    <SFEC> 
        <Assembly>SPACOCOMOIIModel.dll</Assembly> 
        <Type>SPACOCOMOIIModel.FormCOCOMOII</Type> 
        <Name>Using COCOMOII</Name> 
    </SFEC> 
    <SVEC> 
        <Assembly>SPAExtrapolation.dll</Assembly> 
        <Type>SPAExtrapolation.FormExtrapolation</Type> 
        <Name>Using Extrapolation</Name> 
    </SVEC> 
    <SPC> 
        <Assembly>SPAAmazonAWSModel.dll</Assembly> 
        <Type>SPAAmazonAWSModel.FormAmazonAWS</Type> 
        <Name>Using AMAZON AWS</Name> 
    </SPC> 
</config> 
Figure 28 SPA Configuration File 
During the development of the DLLs, the .Net classes are required to implement 
the ServiceCostInterface interface (available in SPADataLib.dll) and the below 
method  
Function calculatedCost() As ServiceCost  
where ServiceCost is a class (available in SPADataLib.dll) with the following 




Table 5 SPA Interface Properties 
Property SFEC As Double     ' Denote the Service Functionality Engineering Cost 
Property SVECFS As Double    ' Denote the Service Functionality Variability Cost for SAFS 
Property SVECPS As Double    ' Denote the Service Functionality Variability Cost for SAPS 
Property SVECNS As Double    ' Denote the Service Functionality Variability Cost for SANS 
Property SVECPSNS As Double    ' Denote the Service Functionality Variability Cost for SAPS+NS 
Property SVECFSPSNS As Double    ' Denote the Service Functionality Variability Cost for SAFS+PS+NS 
Property SPCFS As Double       ' Denote the Service Provisioning Cost for SAFS 
Property SPCPS As Double       ' Denote the Service Provisioning Cost for SAPS 
Property SPCNS As Double       ' Denote the Service Provisioning Cost for SANS 
Property SPCPSNS As Double       ' Denote the Service Provisioning Cost for SAPS+NS 
Property SPCFSPSNS As Double       ' Denote the Service Provisioning Cost for SAFS+PS+NS 
 
These properties are to be updated by the cost model plug-ins. When the 
ServiceCost object is returned from the cost model plug-in, these properties will 
be read to be used for the overall model calculation. The current version of the 
SPA tool that enables plug-ins can be accessed at our website [53]. 
5.5 Experiments  
We analyze the applicability of the model and usefulness of the SPA tool by 
addressing one key Service Provider’s question in section 5.4, which is “To what 
degree does the selection of a service architecture impact service profitability?”  
In this section, we conduct experiments to engineering and provision Apache 




architectures. OfBiz is an open source Java Enterprise Edition (J2EE) package 
used for enterprise resource planning. In our experiments, we focus on four OfBiz 
existing services (eCommerceStoreService, OrderService, CatalogService and 
PartyService) to be migrated to support multiple tenants. These services 
comprises of 136 Java classes with close to 48K lines of code, 61 Groovy files, 
127 Freemarker templates and 24 XML Widgets.  
5.5.1 Experiments Setup 
The scenarios in our experiments involve 8 initial tenants and 30 delta tenants 
evenly spread over a 5-year investment period. The number of tenants, investment 
period and many other values are parameterized and modifiable in our tool. For 
service costing, we first capture the engineering and provisioning costs for SAFS 
and then extrapolate for the rest of the architectures. The full set of parameter 
values for tenant determination, service engineering costing and service 
provisioning values in our experiments can be referenced at earlier Figure 23, 
Figure 24 and Figure 25 respectively. We estimate the functional and variability 
engineering costs of OfBiz services by measuring the five major components; 
external inputs, external outputs, external inquiries, internal logical files and 
external interface files to obtain 394 unadjusted function points. We use these 
unadjusted function points value to calculate the effort of engineering the 
functionality of the service (SFEC) based on the COCOMO II model. The 
COCOMO parameters “required software reliability”, “architecture / risk 
resolution” and “platform” are set to high and the “parameter developed for 
reusability” is set to very high, the rest of the parameters are set to nominal. We 




than SAFS, based on an earlier study by Poulin and Himler [57] showing that 
building components for an SOA requires an approximate of 20% additional cost 
over development for one-time use. For SANS using static binding variability 
technique based on our experiences with the adaptive reuse technique (ART) [1] 
and the study of cost estimation in Software Product Lines [58], we assumed an 
additional 30% more in SVEC than SAFS to account for more extensive reuse 
effort to adopt product line techniques and development the product line assets. 
For SAPS, SAPS+NS and SAFS+PS+NS, we assumed another additional 10% over SANS 
in engineering cost to manage using both SOA and product line techniques. For 
service provisioning cost (SPC), we based our estimates on Amazon AWS pricing 
calculator [48], using the recommended deployment architecture of a large web 
application described in an Amazon article [20]. The estimated costs to provision 
for the initial tenant base of SAFS is based on the configuration of 10 m1.large, 10 
m1.large and 10 m1.large of 1 year no upfront reserved Amazon EC2 instances 
for web, application and database Servers respectively, shared by all tenants and 
extrapolate higher for SANS, SAPS, SAPS+NS and SAFS+PS+NS due to lower degree of 
sharing.  
For delta costs, we set the weighted cost coefficient α as follows:  
αNS (SANS) = 0.2, αFS (SAFS) = 0.3, αPS (SAPS) = 0.4,  
αPS+NS (SAPS+NS) = 0.5, αFS+PS+NS (SAFS+PS+NS) = 0.5 
αNS is set lower than αFS to account for greater flexibility in static binding [58] 
used in SANS over dynamic binding used in SAFS. We set αPS of SAPS higher than 




both static and dynamic bindings. The values of αPS+NS, αFS+PS+NS is also set higher 
to account for the effort to maintain the hybrid service architectures. For the 
calculation of delta provisioning costs, we set the cost coefficient βFS as follows:  
βFS (SAFS) = 0.2, βPS (SAPS) = 0.5, βNS (SANS) = 1,  
βPS+NS (SAPS+NS) = 0.5 or 1, βFS+PS+NS (SAFS+PS+NS) = 0.2,0.5 or 1 
Based on the type of service architecture, βFS is set lower than βNS to account for 
the sharing of runtime resources while βNS is set to higher to denote the additional 
isolated runtime resources required. βPS is set between βFS and βNS to denote 
partial sharing of resources. The cost coefficient βPS+NS, βFS+PS+NS are set to 0.2, 
0.5 or 1 depending on the adopted service architecture for that tenant. 
In summary, the assumptions in the conduct of our experiments and subsequent 
analysis of the results are (i) (SVEC) for SAPS < (SVEC) for SANS < (SVEC) for 
(SAPS, SAPS+NS and SAFS+PS+NS) (ii) αNS < αFS < αPS < αPSNS, αFSPSNS and (iii) βFS <  
βPS <  βNS. The actual values of SVEC, α and β are configurable on the tool user 
interface. In section 5.5.3, we further evaluate the threat to validity due to the 
possible sensitivities of the actual values used for α, β and the extrapolation of 
SVEC.  
We charge a yearly fee subscription using the software rental revenue model and 





Figure 29 Service Costing Summary 
Figure 29 shows the values of the service costing based on these earlier settings. 
For service functionality engineering, the value is based on COCOMO II settings 
as shown in Figure 24, which can also be validated using online COOCMO II 
tools [59]. For service variability engineering costs, the values are extrapolated 
based on the earlier explanations in this section. For provisioning costs, the value 
for fully-shared architecture calculated is based on Amazon AWS settings as 
shown in Figure 25 which can also be validated using online calculator from 
Amazon [48]. The provisioning costs for the rest of the architectures are 
extrapolated based on the earlier explanations in this section.  
In the initial case when fixed costs are incurred for engineering functionality and 
variability, assuming no upfront provisioning costs and no on-boarded tenants, the 
model returns the following values as shown in Figure 30. These values are  
manually calculated for verification using the functionality engineering cost and 
functionality variability engineering costs for each type of architecture shown in 




hybrids due to our assumption of using the same value for α for these 
architectures. 
 
Figure 30 Service Profits (no tenant) 
We conduct three experiments with delta variability low, high and random with 
100 simulations for each experiment, recording the average and standard 
deviation of the service profits, expected return on investments (ROI) and 
annualized ROI for all the five service architectures.  The full set of delta costing 
and simulation parameter values using the tool can be referenced at earlier Figure 
26. 
5.5.2 Analysis of the Experiment Results 
For the set of delta tenants with higher proportion of low delta variability, the 
service profits (SP) of SAFS and annualized return of investment (ROI) of SAFS is 
the highest among the service architectures as shown in Figure 31. As expected, 
the maximum sharing of service components reduces the overall cost, while still 
able to fulfill the tenant’s low variation of requirements maximize the service 
profits. To a certain degree, the result also increases the confidence of the tool 
implementation correctness. In comparison, the ROI of SAFS+PS+NS is the lowest as 
due to the additional cost to manage hybrid service architectures. For the set of 
delta tenants with high proportion of high delta variability, adopting SAFS 
becomes the unwise decision for SP and annualized ROI as some tenants cannot 




to cover the initial engineering costs incurred, as shown in Figure 32. Adopting 
SANS is the best decision in this case that maximizes the annualized ROI and SP. 
Service Provider needs to think carefully if the assumption of supporting tenants 
with high variability of requirements holds or not as the profitability is entirely 
opposite if not. This insight also highlights the importance of Service Provider to 
evaluate more factors (e.g. tenant’s variability) for service profitability in addition 
to reducing cost by sharing resources. For the set of tenants with random delta 
variability, adopting either SANS or the hybrids achieved good SP and annualized 
ROI as shown in Figure 33 with these service architectures allowing for more 
tenants to be on-board easily though there are higher initial engineering costs. 
Service Provider if unsure about the variability of tenant base should base their 
decision on this analysis instead. In this case, Service Provider is likely to achieve 
better SP and annualized ROI with using SANS or SAFS+PS+NS. This also relates 
well with the fact that although managing variability incurs early high cost, the 
benefits is substantial over the long run.  
 





Figure 32 High delta variability 
 
Figure 33 Random delta variability 
5.5.3 Threats to validity  
Internal validity is mainly concerned with unknown factors that may have an 
influence on the experimental results. To mitigate this threat, the sensitivity of the 
experiment parameters potentially impacts the simulation results. We did further 
simulations varying SVEC, α and β values, while keeping to the assumptions of 




SAFS+PS+NS, (ii) αNS < αFS < αPS < αPSNS, αFSPSNS and (iii) βFS <  βPS <  βNS. For each 
assumption, we generate 10 sets of random values within the assumption 
constraints and conduct the experiments separately again. We observe similar 
trends as per our analysis and observations with the original values of these 
parameters. However, we noted that the possible ranges of SVEC, α and β values 
are extensive and complete validation of these values is considered as part of our 
future validation work.  We also measure the standard deviation value of the 100 
runs for each simulation. The relatively low deviation (<25%) to the average 
service profits also illustrates that the results do not vary substantial.  
External validity focuses on claims for the generality of the results. To mitigate 
this threat, the service costs in our experiments are calculated based on an open 
source package with the use of COCOMO II model, one of the most widely used 
effort estimation model and the provisioning costs can be validated using Amazon 
Online Calculator. Our tool allows for extensions with other estimation models for 
further evaluations. 
Construct validity refers to the relationship between the concepts and theories 
behind the experiment and what is measured and affected. To mitigate this threat, 
we requested another research staff who is not part of this study to validate our 
tool implementation against the model and the experiment results. 
Reliability validity concerns the possibility of replicating this study. To mitigate 
this threat, our tool is publicly available for testing and evaluation [53]. The 




5.6 Chapter conclusion 
Our proposed economic model of service profitability formalizes the interplay of 
multiple factors that influence service profitability. We augmented a conceptual 
model of service profitability with impact and effort formulas to conduct both 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of how multiple service implementation 
scenarios affect service profits. A tool interprets the model helping Service 
Provider explore a space of decisions that affect service profitability. Our 
economic model accounts for factors such as the tenant base, delta tenant base to 
be on-board in the future, tenant’s variability, cost estimations models, service 
architecture and the use of variability techniques. Our model shows how these 
factors affect service cost, revenue, profits and return on investment. We 
illustrated the usage of our profitability model and supporting tool with 
experiments conducted on an open source package. The evaluation results provide 
quantitative insight to the benefit of incurring initial cost to address variability for 
higher long-term profitability. We believe this work is useful to Service Providers 
to make more informed decision and help in building a business case that 





6 Analysis of the Mobile Adaptation Strategies 
6.1 Introduction 
We initially implement mobile mood scales (described in Appendix #1) in two 
Android apps with the user being able to select a required scale from the menu. 
The goal was to evaluate usefulness and appropriateness of various features of 
mobile scales. However in the context of real applications such as mood data 
collection in well-being surveys or in psychological research on mood, only one 
or two mobile scales would be used and the mood study designer may also want 
to select a required combination of features such as the type of a rating scale 
(slider, radio button or stars), the number of rating points (ranging between 5 and 
100), the use of brightness, pictures and others. Take for an example of 32 
features, there would be a theoretical 232 possible customizable features that the 
mood study designer can select, making the design of these feature challenging 
and there is a need to select an effective mobile adaptation strategy. Mobile 
adaptation strategies generally differs in their binding time of the variants - 
construction time and run time. The effectiveness of the right mobile adaptation 
strategy on a large extent depends on the required level of service qualities (e.g. 
resource usage, flexibility in use) under the usage context and accepting the 
potential trade-offs for the selected strategy. 
In this part of the thesis, we describe the designs of two mobile adaptation 
strategies based on construction time and run time binding to address the above 




between these two strategies that the Service Provider will need to understand. 
The analysis is based on the software qualities in ISO 25010 Software product 
Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) quality model [60] and quality 
measures [61]. We seek to address two key questions of “ what are the trade-offs 
if the feature is managed statically versus dynamically” and “what are the use 
cases where features should be managed statically by the construction-time 
adaptation strategy”. 
In this thesis, the mood study designers are the service provider and the mood 
study participants (e.g. patients) are the service consumer. The two adaptation 
strategies are construction-time adaptation strategy (CTAS) and run-time 
adaptation strategy (RTAS). 
6.2 Design of the Construction Time Adaptation Strategy 
6.2.1 Overview of the Approach 
The three-step approach to manage variability of the features in the mobile apps at 
construction–time is as illustrated in Figure 34. We first illustrate the features and 
its variants in a feature diagram. Once the required features are selected, the next 
step is to generate the required Android mobile app based on the variability 
configuration. The last step uses the Android packaging and deployment tools to 














The current approach uses refactored source code from the two previous Android 
apps developed in our previous study.  
6.2.2 Architecture and Design 
Mood Study Designers
Eclipse Tooling + Command Line Scripting
Designer Environment


















Figure 35 CTAS Architecture 
The architecture of CTAS is shown in Figure 35. The mood study designer uses 
FeatureIDE by Kästner et al. [62] plug-ins in Eclipse to model the mobile app 
features. The Adaptive Reuse Technique (ART) is used to compose the required 
Android mobile app artifacts. The Android Deployment SDK is used to 
dynamically compile and generate the APK. The apps can encompass a variety of 
features including key mood scales such as AffectButton, SPANE, PANAS, PAM 
and its variations.  
We use FeatureIDE to model the services and selection of features as shown in 
Figure 36. The full set of features is shown in Figure 37. The feature configuration 
(required features) when selected is exposed in a specification file. There are 36 
features modelled in FeatureIDE and selection of features generates a feature 
configuration. FeatureHouse is used to generate the set of feature constants, 
denoted by #set statements in Adaptive Reuse Technique (ART), similarly to 




in Figure 37. We used ART (Adaptive Reuse Technique [1]) for flexible 
customization of mood scale apps. ART allows us to partition mood scales and 
their features into distinct modules parameterized for ease of adaptation. ART 
engine performs synthesis of a required mood scale app from specifications of 
mood scales required and their features. In the process of this synthesis, app 
modules are composed after suitable customizations to form an executable app 
that can be uploaded to the users’ smartphones. 
Once the feature constants are generated in a specification file (SPC), the ART 
adapts based on SPC and generate Android specific artifacts. Based on the 
modularity of Android structure design, we generate or modify existing artifacts at 
the meta-level (e.g. manifest file), source codes (e.g. activities, services) and 
resources (layout, strings). These modified Android artifacts are merged with 
existing Android code base and Android commands (adb, android) are issued to 
compile and generate an apk package that can be deployed to the Android phone.  
To represent the feature map, it is intuitive to think of the features in terms of a 
tree diagram. Certain features have sub features and certain features can only be 
enabled after another parent feature is enabled.   Take for example in Figure 36 , 
Facebook integration will only be present if there Social Connectivity was chosen 
as a feature. Social Connectivity will only be present if Extra components are 
activated.  
 











Certain sub features are mandatory when you select certain components and some 
features needs to be excluded. The following legend in Figure 38 and Figure 39 
shows what constraints the features have:  
 
Figure 38 Legend and Details for Feature Map 
 
Figure 39 An example showing features and their constraints. 
In the above example, Rating Scales is a sub feature that is Mandatory. However, 
you can choose from 1 or more of its sub-features. The Rating Scales are allowed 
to be viewed as a Point, Slider and Radio Button if the user chose those 3 features. 








6.2.3 An Usage Example 
The work flow is shown in Figure 40. 
 
Figure 40 Service Provider Work Flow 
Service Provider analyzes feature diagram to see which features he needs and 
selects the feature he needs as shown in Figure 41. These features are derived 
from the earlier feature map. Each feature chosen will turn on a variable flag for 
that feature.  The entire feature configuration is stored in a config file of the java 
project.  
 





To create the required source files for an Android app, the java project is invoked 
and in the process, create an Android project in the same working directory. This 
is shown in Figure 42. At this point, ART adapts based on the feature 
configuration stored in the config file and choose appropriate code to include into 
new Android app project, together with the rest of the necessary files and 
appropriate Android folders directly script. Lastly, the Android project is 
compiled through an ANT command to detect any syntax or compilation errors. 
 
Figure 42 Android Project Creation 
Service Provider connects the Android device and invokes another command 
(shown in Figure 43) that compiles the created Android Project, creates the APK 
(Android Package Kit) and install into Android device of the Service Consumer 
(e.g. patient).  
 
Figure 43 Android App Creation 
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6.3 Design of the Run Time Adaptation Strategy 
6.3.1 Overview of the approach 
The run-time customization strategy comprises of the cloud-based web 
service, a web-based user interface designed based on node.js, a repository 
based on MongoDB and an Android mobile app.  
Service Providers use the web-based user interface to design the mood 
assessments and the mood assessment configurations are stored on the cloud. 
The Android mobile app integrates with the cloud-based web service and 
retrieves the appropriate mood assessments at runtime. Based on the JSON 
reply from the web service, the mobile app configures the appropriate Android 
fragments to display the mood assessment questions at run-time. 
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Figure 44 RTAS Architecture 
The architecture of RTAS is shown in Figure 44. The Web Application allows 




a database which CRUD functions could be performed through remote API 
calls to a JSON application. A simple web app is made to test the basic 
functionalities that adhere to the requirements of the mobile app. For example, 
if the mobile application only allows customization of seek bars and radio 
buttons, the web app will only create customization of those kinds that suit the 
needs of the mobile app. A dynamic form is used to facilitate the doctor’s 
customization of questions.  
The Android mobile app is designed based on MVC framework. The 
Fragments is the Model, the layout is the View and the MainActivity acts as 
the Controller. To pass data between bundles, the design uses Bundles. 
Custom seek bar and helps to facilitate the user experience for the users. As a 
start, the assessment included 2 customization options for the scale – seek bar 
and radio buttons. The design uses SharedPreferences in Android to persist the 
data. There is also a report section where users can review their past 
assessments that they have taken. The report section will be in the form of a 
table. One design challenge is the assessment Fragment that does not fit the 
idea of reusability since we create an assessment Fragment for each question. 
In order to curb this, a static object is created to keep track of the questions 
and other relevant properties of the assessment Fragment. This overhaul has 
greatly improved the functionality of the application since the number of 
questions of the assessment will no longer be a problem. The assessment 
Fragments can be customized based on the number of questions, the different 
questions, the types of scales (seek bar or radio buttons) and the different 
options (for radio buttons only). The mobile app needs to make remote API 




calls usually take around 2-4 seconds depending on the network, it is executed 
on Android’s background thread so as not to interrupt the user’s experience. 
Requests such as updating the assessment list will not interrupt the user 
experience. For requests such as logging into the app, it will fire up a loading 
AlertDialog for authentication is needed before the user is able to use any 
customized assessments written by doctors. 
6.3.3 An Usage Example 
The mood study designer uses the online web application through the browser 
to create the mood self-assessment as shown in Figure 45. The assessments are 
stored in the backend database to be retrieved by the mobile app later. 
 
Figure 45 Assessment Creation 
Each mood study participant’s device is installed with the Android mobile app 
and mood study participant login to the app with the given credentials by the 





Figure 46 Mobile App Login 
Each mood study participant can retrieve the assessment set by the mood 
study designer through the mobile app. Once the mobile app receives the 
JSON response, the user interface of the mobile app is adapted to show the list 
of questions and other options (e.g. rating scales). Refer to Figure 47. 
 




6.4 Architecture Evaluation 
Evaluation of the two adaptation strategies can be performed at different levels 
of abstraction from architecture to detailed design to implementation. As 
compared to detailed design and implementation evaluation, architecture 
evaluation allows for a more comprehensive review of the quality attributes 
exhibit by the early design decisions of the two architectures. Our research 
focuses on the evaluation and analysis at the architecture level for the two 
adaptation strategies and we compare and identify strengths and weaknesses in 
different architecture alternatives.  
Software architecture evaluation methods can be divided into four main 
categories: experience-based, scenario-based, simulation-based and 
mathematical modelling based. Methods in the categories can be used 
independently but also be combined to evaluate different aspects of a software 
architecture, if needed.  
6.4.1 Experience-based  
Experience Based evaluation means that the evaluations are based on the 
previous experiences and domain knowledge of developers or consultants. 
Attribute-Based Architectural Style (ABAS) builds on architectural styles by 
explicitly associating with reasoning frameworks based on quality-attribute-
specific models. ABAS consists of four parts: (i) problem description explains 
the problem being solved by the software structure; (ii) stimuli and 16 
response correspond to the condition affecting the system and measurement of 
the activity as a result of the stimuli; (iii) architectural styles are descriptions 




attribute-specific model that provides a method for reasoning about the 
behaviour of interacting components in the pattern. Empirically-Based 
Architecture Evaluation (EBAE) defines a process for defining and using a 
number of architectural metrics to evaluate and compare different versions of 
architectures in terms of maintainability. The main steps include (i) select a 
perspective for the evaluation; (ii) define and select metrics; (iii) collect 
metrics; and (iv) evaluate and compare the architectures.  
A subset of Architecture Level Modifiability Analysis relates to software 
architecture comparison for optimal candidate architecture, and focuses on 
quantitatively measuring the stakeholders’ views of the benefits and liabilities 
of software architecture candidates. The data collection is based on the 
knowledge, experiences and opinions of stakeholders. Any disagreements 
between the participating stakeholders are highlighted for further 
investigation.  
6.4.2 Scenario-based.  
Scenario-based architecture evaluation means that quality attributes are 
evaluated by creating scenario profiles that force a concrete description of a 
quality requirement. This is to avoid terminological ambiguities and 
conflicting interpretation of quality attributes. Software Architecture Analysis 
Method (SAAM) is originally created for evaluating modifiability of software 
architecture although it has been used for other set of quality attributes as well, 
such as portability and extensibility. The main outputs from a SAAM 
evaluation include a mapping between the architecture and the scenarios that 




potential future complexity parts in the software and estimated amount of 
work related to the changes.  
Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) evaluates software 
architectures in terms of quality attribute requirements. It is used to expose the 
risks, no risks, sensitivity points and trade-off points in the software 
architecture. An extension to ATAM is Holistic Product Line Architecture 
Assessment (HoPLAA) method for assessing product line architectures. It 
identifies risks at the core architecture level as well as the individual product 
architecture level.  
Architecture Level Modifiability Analysis (ALMA) analyzes modifiability 
based on change scenarios that are used to capture future events the system 
needs to adapt to in its lifecycle. It can also assess risk and expose the 
boundaries of software architecture with respect to flexibility using complex 
scenarios. Scenario-Based Architecture Reengineering (SBAR) considers 
multiple quality attributes, including development-oriented and operational-
related ones.  
6.4.3 Simulation-based  
Simulation-based evaluations rely on a high level implementation of some or 
all of the components in the software architecture. The simulation can then be 
used to evaluate quality requirements such as performance and correctness of 
the architecture. Simulation can also be combined with prototyping, thus 
prototypes of an architecture can be executed in the intended context of the 
completed system. Examples of methods in this group are Layered Queuing 




6.4.4 Mathematical modelling  
Mathematical Modelling uses mathematical proofs and methods for evaluating 
mainly operational quality requirements such as performance and reliability of 
the components in the architecture. Mathematical modelling can be combined 
with simulation to more accurately estimate performance of components in a 
system. 
6.5 Quality Attributes 
Software quality is defined as the degree to which software possesses a 
desired combination of quality attributes. A quality attribute can be defined as 
a property of a software system. A quality requirement is a requirement that is 
placed on a software system by a stakeholder; a quality attribute is what the 
system actually presents once it has been implemented. The quality 
requirements that a software architecture has to fulfil is commonly divided in 
two main groups based on the quality they are requesting, i.e., development 
and operational qualities. A development quality requirement is a requirement 
that is of importance for the developers work, e.g., maintainability, 
understandability, and flexibility. Operational quality requirements are 
requirements that make the system better from the user’s point of view, e.g. 
performance and usability. Depending on the domain and priorities of the 
users and developers, quality requirements can become both development and 
operational, such as performance in a real-time system.  
The ISO 25010 Software product Quality Requirements and Evaluation 




Internal Software Quality (Software Product Quality Model) and the model for 
Quality in Use. 
6.5.1 Software Product Quality Model 
Internal software quality measures can be used early in the system 
development process to predict external software quality measures. There are 
often internal and external measures for the same property, for example an 
internal measure to estimate the expected response time to predict the time 
measured externally. The list of software product qualities is adopted from the 
software product model in ISO 25010 as shown in Figure 48. 
 
Figure 48 Software Product Model of ISO 25010 
Functional suitability is the degree to which the software product provides 
functions that meet stated and implied needs when the software is used under 
specified conditions. Performance efficiency is relative to the amount of 
resources used under stated conditions. Compatibility is the ability of two or 
more software components to exchange information and/or to perform their 
required functions while sharing the same hardware or software environment. 
Usability is the degree to which a product or system can be used by specified 




in a specified context of use. Reliability is the degree to which the software 
product can maintain a specified level of performance when used under 
specified conditions. Security is the protection of system items from accidental 
or malicious access, use, modification, destruction, or disclosure. 
Maintainability is the degree to which the software product can be modified. 
Modifications may include corrections, improvements or adaptation of the 
software to changes in environment, and in requirements and functional 
specifications. Portability is the degree of effectiveness and efficiency with 
which a system, product or component can be transferred from one hardware, 
software or other operational or usage environment to another. 
6.5.2 Quality in Use Model 
Quality in use measures relate to users completing realistic tasks (either by 
user testing or in actual use). External operability measures relate to the 
behaviour of individual functions, and can be evaluated individually, or as part 
of wider user testing that may also be measuring overall usability in use. 
Quality in use is the degree to which a product used by specific users meets 
their needs to achieve specific goals with effectiveness in use, efficiency in 
use, flexibility in use, safety and satisfaction in use in specific contexts of use. 
Quality in use is a measure of the quality of the system in a real or simulated 
operational environment. It is determined by the quality of the software, 
hardware, operating environment, and the characteristics of the users, tasks 
and social environment. All these factors contribute to quality in use. Quality 
in use can be used to assess the quality of software in a specific context of use. 




effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, freedom from risk and context coverage 
as shown in Figure 49. 
 
Figure 49 Quality Model for Quality in Use 
Effectiveness is the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve 
specified goals. Efficiency is the resources expended in relation to the 
accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals. Satisfaction is the 
degree to which user needs are satisfied when a product or system is used in a 
specified context of use. Freedom from risk is degree to which a product or 
system mitigates the potential risk to economic status, human life, health, or 
the environment and context coverage is the degree to which a product or 
system can be used with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk and 
satisfaction in both specified contexts of use and in contexts beyond those 
initially explicitly identified.  
6.6 Strengths and Limitations  
In this thesis, we analyze the qualities of the architectures of the construction 
and runtime adaptation strategies based on the standard-based ISO 25010 
SQuaRE quality model [60], a proven list of quality requirements and 




qualitatively evaluate the strengths and limitations of each architecture for 
each of the quality in the ISO 25010 model. The list of scenarios considered in 
our evaluation are listed as follows 
Scenario 1. Mood study designer selects and configures the type of 
assessments for mood self-assessment study.  
Scenario 2. Mood study designer selects and configures other customizable 
features to improve the usability experience of the participants 
for the mood study 
Scenario 3. Mood study designer completes and saves the configuration of 
the required features  
Scenario 4. The system installs and enables the Android app automatically 
onto the mood study participant’s device.  
Scenario 5. Mood study participant uses the Android app to perform self-
assessment of their mood. 
Scenario 6. Mood study participant submits their readings back to the 
system.  
6.6.1 Functional Suitability 
The sub-characteristics of functional suitability quality are functional 
completeness, functional appropriateness and correctness. Functional 
completeness is the degree to which the set of functions covers all the 
specified tasks and user objectives. Functional appropriateness is the degree to 
which the software product provides an appropriate set of functions for 
specified tasks and user objectives. Functional correctness is the degree to 
which a product or system provides the correct results with the needed degree 
of precision. The key tasks are specified as scenarios in previous section. In 
both architecture designs of CTAS and RTAS, there are complete and 
appropriate functions to address each of the tasks with accurate readings being 




a generic platform to create any type of assessments, CTAS provides specific 
customized assessments that are proven in earlier medical studies (e.g. 
PANAS, SPANE, AffectButton), enabling selection and configuration of the 
mood self-assessments easier and increased accuracy. However it is noted that 
this limitation is not due to the design constraint of RTAS, the architecture 
design of RTAS can also be enhanced to support customized assessment. 
6.6.2 Performance Efficiency 
The sub-characteristics of performance efficiency quality are resources 
utilization, time behaviour and capacity. Resource utilization is the degree to 
which the software product uses appropriate amounts and types of resources 
when the software performs its function under stated conditions. For RTAS, 
the resources required to support the mood self-assessment include the web 
and database application, integration software components and the generic 
Android mobile app. For CTAS, the resources are the feature configuration 
selection tool, the application to compose and deploy the Android mobile app.  
Time behaviour is the degree to which the software product provides 
appropriate response and processing times and throughput rates when 
performing its function, under stated conditions. We analysis the architecture 
designs of CTAS and RTAS for time behaviour based on layering. Layering 
enables encapsulation of the functions with each layer and expose only the 
interfaces required for inter-layer communication. However enabling layering 
also increase the amount of calls required, inevitably increase the time taken. 
The number of layers in RTAS (web layer, business layer, database layer, 




(feature selection layer, ART layer, and mobile app layers) with the network 
layer required in RTAS taking up considerable amount of time as compared to 
local inter-layer communication in CTAS.  
Capacity is the degree to which the maximum limits of a product or system 
parameter meet requirements. There is specific strengths or limitations found 
in capacity for the architecture designs of CTAS or RTAS. 
6.6.3 Compatibility 
The sub-characteristics of compatibility includes interoperability and co-
existence. Interoperability is the degree to which the software product can be 
cooperatively operable with one or more other software products. CTAS uses 
configuration files to interface between the feature configuration tool and 
ART and RTAS use standard-based JSON to interface between the web 
application and mobile app. Both designs allow for a certain degree of 
interoperability between the software components.  
Co-existence is the degree to which the software product can co-exist with 
other independent software in a common environment sharing common 
resources without any detrimental impacts. There is specific strengths or 
limitations found in co-existence for the architecture designs of CTAS or 
RTAS. 
6.6.4 Usability 
The sub-characteristics of operability quality are operability, learnability, user 
error protection, user interface aesthetics and accessibility. Operability is the 
degree to which the software product makes it easy for users to operate and 




operability effort to deploy the customized Android app for each assessment. 
For RTAS, the Android app can be installed from Google Play Store and the 
design of the Android app is generic for the assessments configured by mood 
study designers.  
Another sub-characteristic of operability quality is learnability, which is the 
degree to which the software product enables users to learn its application. 
RTAS with the familiar web based configuration enables users to easily learn 
as compared to CTAS using Eclipse and command line tools. RTAS have the 
strength of familiar user interfaces for learnability as compared to CTAS. For 
mood study designer using the CTAS, they are required to select the features 
on Eclipse and invoke system commands (point and click) to deploy the 
customized mobile app. On the other hand for RTAS, mood study designer 
uses the familiar web browser to configure the assessment and the generic 
mobile app automatically download the feature configuration over the 
network. However it is noted that this limitation can be overcome in the 
architecture design of RTAS by supporting web-based feature selection. 
There are also other sub-characteristics of usability, which are user error 
protection, user interface aesthetics and accessibility. User error protection is 
the degree to which a system protects users against making errors. User 
interface aesthetics is the degree to which a user interface enables pleasing and 
satisfying interaction for the user. Accessibility is the degree to which a 
product or system can be used by people with the widest range of 
characteristics and capabilities to achieve a specified goal in a specified 
context of use. In both the architecture designs of CTAS and RTAS, there is 





The sub-characteristics of reliability quality are availability, fault tolerance, 
recoverability and maturity. Availability is the degree to which a software is 
operational and available when required for user. We evaluate the number of 
software components that are in series that potentially lead to single point of 
failure (SPOF) and lower availability. The higher the number of components 
in series to support the key tasks, the higher the potential of SPOF leading to 
lower availability. The components in series for the CTAS include the 
components to configure and validate the feature configuration, compose the 
required Android software components based on the feature configuration 
using ART and deploy onto the Android app using Android deployment 
framework. For RTAS, the components in series include the web application 
for configuration of mood assessment, the database to store the configuration, 
the software components on the web application to retrieve the configuration 
and integrate to the mobile app over the network, the software components on 
the mobile app to retrieve the feature configuration over the network and the 
software components for the generic Android mobile app design. Based on the 
above analysis, the number of components in series is higher in the 
architecture design for RTAS over CTAS.  
Fault tolerance is the degree to which the software product can maintain a 
specified level of performance despite the presence of hardware or software 
faults. Under network exception conditions (e.g. no/unstable network), the 
design of CTAS allows for Service Provider to configure the features  locally 
even without network, deliver the mobile app together with the assessment to 




design of RTAS depends on the network to receive, configure and load the 
assessments on the mobile app.  
Recoverability is the degree to which the software product can re-establish a 
specified level of performance and recover the data directly affected in the 
case of failure. In both architectures of CTAS and RTAS, there is no 
recoverability mechanism in place to recover the assessment data during 
failures (e.g. redundant data storage). The architecture designs of both CTAS 
and RTAS has clear limitations for this sub-characteristic. 
Maturity is the degree to which a system, product or component meets needs 
for reliability under normal operation. In both the architecture designs of 
CTAS and RTAS, there is no clear strengths or limitations in this sub-
characteristics. 
6.6.6 Security 
The key sub-characteristics of security quality are confidentiality and 
integrity. Confidentiality is the degree to which the software product provides 
protection from unauthorized disclosure of data or information, whether 
accidental or deliberate. Integrity is the degree to which the accuracy and 
completeness of assets are safeguarded. For both confidentiality and integrity, 
we evaluate the attack surface of both architectures. The attack surface of a 
software environment is the sum of the points (attack vectors) that an 
unauthorized user (attacker) can exploit to enter or extract data. The more the 
number of points, the higher the attack surface. For the architecture design of 
CTAS, attacker can inject malicious code during the composition of the 




intercept the mood assessment configurations during the data request and 
retrieval over the network. The web application of RTAS is also susceptible to 
the typical web application threats. Attacker can inject malicious code on the 
web front data entry too. In general, CTAS operating environment is more 
isolated without much integration with other systems as compared to RTAS, 
resulting in the smaller attack surface. 
There are also other three sub-characteristics under security of which there is 
no clear strengths or limitations between the architecture design of CTAS or 
RTAS. The three sub-characteristics are non-repudiation which is the degree 
to which actions or events can be proven to have taken place, so that the 
events or actions cannot be repudiated later, accountability which is the degree 
to which the actions of an entity can be traced uniquely to the entity and 
authenticity which is the degree to which the identity of a subject or resource 
can be proved to be the one claimed. 
6.6.7 Maintainability 
The sub-characteristics of compatibility includes modularity, reusability, 
testability, modifiability and analyzability. Modularity is the degree to which a 
system or computer program is composed of discrete components such that a 
change to one component has minimal impact on other components. The 
RTAS architecture is modularly designed with the web application handling 
the assessment configuration and the generic mobile app to adapt to the 
configured assessment based on the integration mechanism and format agreed 
between the modules. In this case, the integration mechanism is the web 




modules are the feature configuration tool, the adaptation process using ART 
and the mobile app. The integration mechanism is the agreed format between 
the tool and adaptation process. In the architecture design of both CTAS and 
RTAS, self-contained changes within each module do not affect other modules 
unless there are modifications to the integration format. Both designs allow for 
a certain degree of modularity between the software components.  
Reusability is the degree to which an asset can be used in more than one 
software system, or in building other assets. The architecture design of CTAS 
is designed based on features (e.g. mood scales, rating scales) required for 
conducting mood self-assessment. On the other hand, the architecture design 
of RTAS is designed based on layer (web presentation, business logic, 
persistence, generic mobile app) required to support mood self-assessment. 
The architecture design of CTAS allow reuse of assets of the each feature (e.g. 
feature implementation) across multiple variants of the mood self-assessment 
app. The architecture design of RTAS allow reuse of assets of each layer (e.g. 
web-based user interface, generic mobile app) to generate and adapt to 
multiple variants of the mood self-assessment configurations. Both designs 
allow for a certain degree of reusability between the software components. 
Testability is the degree to which the software product enables modified 
software to be validated. The architecture design of RTAS enables separate 
layer level testing comprising of the web-based user interface (node.js) layer, 
data model implementation (MongoDB) layer, integrated web service (JSON 
format) layer and the Android mobile app (Java). The architecture design of 
CTAS enables feature level testing from the composition of software artifacts 




number of architecture software components, type of technologies and a 
distributed architecture for RTAS likely leading to higher complexity in 
testability.  
Modifiability is the degree to which a product or system can be effectively and 
efficiently modified without introducing defects or degrading existing product 
quality. For CTAS as compared to RTAS, the early binding of the variants 
during compilation allows for earlier detection of unexpected effects leading 
to better modification stability of the product. On the other hand, RTAS is 
susceptible to higher potential of run-time exceptions (unexpected effects) 
with network request and responses interpreted at runtime (late binding). The 
architecture design of CTAS based on feature model enables adding of new 
features and modification of existing features can be carried out 
systematically. The architecture design of RTAS comprises of modular layers 
and each implemented change in each layer are running alongside with 
existing functions during runtime. Compared to CTAS where only the 
required features are composed and executing in runtime, the architecture 
design of RTAS can lead to complexity in modifiability over time due to the 
need to support all the features in each layer and interfaces between the layers 
during runtime. 
Analyzability is the degree to which the software product can be diagnosed for 
deficiencies or causes of failures in the software, or for the parts to be 
modified to be identified. For the architecture design of CTAS, the causes of 
failures can be diagnosed in the logs of ART or Android compilation and 
runtime logs. For the architecture design of RTAS, the causes of failures can 




and Android runtime logs. Both designs allow for a certain degree of 
analyzability between the software components. 
6.6.8 Portability 
The sub-characteristics of portability includes replaceability, adaptability, and 
installability. Replaceability is the degree to which the software product can 
be used in place of another specified software product for the same purpose in 
the same environment. The architecture design of CTAS comprises of Eclipse 
based FeatureIDE, ART scripting and Android deployment and execution 
environment. The architecture design of RTAS comprises of the typical tiered 
web application design with node.js for web application, MongoDB for 
relational database and the Android execution environment. Alternatives to the 
software components and required skillsets for implementation in the RTAS 
architecture design are common, leading to easier replaceability. The design of 
RTAS is based on standard web and mobile based components (node.js, 
MongoDB, Android development framework) and integration using open-
standards web services and JSON format. On the other hand, CTAS feature 
configuration is based on Eclipse with ART to compose the software 
components for the Android Mobile app. The tight coupling between ART and 
the Android framework potentially makes it more effort (limitation) to replace 
from current environment to another environment (e.g. iOS mobile app). 
Installability is the degree to which the software product can be successfully 
installed and uninstalled in a specified environment. In the architecture design 
of CTAS, the mobile app is customized and installed in a local environment 




onto the Android mobile device. On the other hand, the architecture design of 
RTAS is based on a generic mobile app that can be installed over the Internet 
or from Google Play Store, enabling a higher degree of installability over 
CTAS. However it is noted that this limitation in the architecture design of 
CTAS can also be enhanced to support installation of customized app over the 
Internet. 
Adaptability is the degree to which the software product can be adapted for 
different specified environments without applying actions or means other than 
those provided for this purpose for the software considered. There is specific 
strengths or limitations found in adaptability for the architecture designs of 
CTAS or RTAS. 
6.6.9 Effectiveness and Efficiency 
There are no sub-characteristics for effectiveness and efficiency qualities. The 
functions provided in both design architectures of CTAS and RTAS are 
complete and accurate (refer to section 6.6.1) and there are no clear strengths 
or limitations in both effectiveness and efficiency in both architectures. 
6.6.10 Satisfaction 
The sub-characteristics of satisfaction are usefulness, trust, pleasure and 
comfort. Usefulness is the degree to which a user is satisfied with their 
perceived achievement of pragmatic goals, including the results of use and the 
consequences of use. Trust is the degree to which a user or other stakeholder 
has confidence that a product or system will behave as intended. Pleasure is 
the degree to which a user obtains pleasure from fulfilling their personal 




comfort. There are no clear strengths or limitations in this quality for the 
design architectures of CTAS and RTAS. 
6.6.11 Freedom from Risk 
There are three sub-characteristics for this quality, which are economic risk 
mitigation, health and safety risk mitigation and environmental risk mitigation. 
Economic risk mitigation is the degree to which a product or system mitigates 
the potential risk to financial status, efficient operation, commercial property, 
reputation or other resources in the intended contexts of use. Health and safety 
risk mitigation is the degree to which a product or system mitigates the 
potential risk to people in the intended contexts of use and environmental risk 
mitigation is the degree to which a product or system mitigates the potential 
risk to property or the environment in the intended contexts of use. There are 
no clear strengths or limitations in this quality for CTAS versus RTAS. 
6.6.12 Context Coverage 
The two sub-characteristics of context coverage are context completeness and 
flexibility. Context completeness is the degree to which a product or system 
can be used with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk and satisfaction 
in all the specified contexts of use. Flexibility is the degree to which a product 
or system can be used with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk and 
satisfaction in contexts beyond those initially specified in the requirements. 
While the design architectures of both RTAS and CTAS satisfy the context 
completeness, the design architecture of RTAS excel in the flexibility sub-
characteristics. The binding time of the possible variants (e.g. type of rating 




binding time in the architecture design of RTAS is at runtime. For RTAS, 
rebinding is possible at runtime by calling external service to get updated 
configuration. Mood study designer can revise the mood assessment on the 
web based user interface and the architecture design of RTAS allows for the 
RTAS mobile app to adapt at runtime. On the other hand, the architecture 
design of CTAS statically binds the variants and no further changes allow 
during runtime. 
6.7 Analysis of the Strategies 
The key strengths and limitations for the CTAS and RTAS architecture 
designs are summarized in the following Table 6 and Table 7 which address 
the key question of “ what are the trade-offs if the feature is managed 
statically versus dynamically”  
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Table 7 Strengths and Limitations (Quality in use) 
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We now seek to address the other key question in our study - “what are the use 
cases where features should be managed statically by the construction-time 
adaptation strategy or managed dynamically by the run time adaptation 
strategy”. To select between these two strategies, we recommend the 
following list of use cases guidelines. 
1. Need for Runtime Flexibility  
For use cases with the need to make modifications during runtime, a 
runtime adaptation strategy such as RTAS should be adopted. Early 







2. High Degree of Customizations 
The higher degree of testability and modifiability in CTAS allows for 
higher number of features to be customized with lesser effort. For use 
cases that require substantial number of features to be added in the design 
or expected during maintenance, CTAS is a better strategy. 
3. High Security Requirements 
CTAS binds the variants during construction time, which limits the 
potential runtime exceptions and reduces the attack surface as compared to 
runtime binding. For use cases with features of security requirements (e.g. 
data sensitivity), CTAS is a better strategy. 
4. Performance Requirement 
CTAS binds the variant during construction time and reduce the overhead 
of interfacing during runtime. The additional layers and network 
integration required in architecture design of RTAS for runtime binding 
also adds on to the performance overheads. For use cases with features of 
performance requirements (e.g. time critical feature), CTAS is a better 
strategy. 
Figure 50 shows a diagram of the above guidelines. A hybrid adoption of both 
strategies is also possible to benefit from the strengths of each strategy. For 
example, for adopting CTAS for use cases with features with security and 
performance requirements and adopting RTAS for use cases with features 
requiring flexibility. However, it is noted that even with a hybrid strategy, the 








Figure 50 Selection of Strategies 
6.8 Chapter Conclusion 
This chapter evaluates the designs of two adaptation strategies for the mood 
study designer to adapt their assessment requirements. We cover the 
architecture evaluation methods and ISO 25010 quality model as background 
to this analysis. We perform analysis on these two adaptation strategies and 
give our conclusion to the strengths and limitations of each strategy for 
developers to be aware when deciding on their adaptation strategy.  
  










7 Conclusions  
The theme of this thesis is adaptability of services. The first problem 
addressed in this thesis is profitability of web services. With more tenants on-
boarded, service revenue increases, the unit cost for each tenant decreases and 
the service profitability of the SaaS business model increases. However, a 
service for large tenant base must be engineered for adaptability to a wider 
range of tenant-specific requirements.  If tenants’ requirements for service 
vary only moderately, it is possible to use a cost-optimal service architecture 
whereby all the tenants share the same service instance during service 
execution. However, such cost-optimal SaaS solution may be too restrictive if 
tenants’ requirements differ in more drastic way. Many other factors affect 
service profitability in a similarly conflicting way. All such factors form a 
complex web of information that is difficult to analyze and see the exact 
impact of decisions regarding the choice of service architecture or the use of 
service adaptation techniques. To make this analysis easier for Service 
Providers, in this thesis we proposed an economic model that helps Service 
Providers identity factors affecting service profitability and the interplay 
among them. Based on that model, Service Providers can answer questions 
regarding how choices of the service architecture or tenant base affect service 
profitability.     
We first built a conceptual model of service profitability, and then we 
augmented it with impact and effort formulas to conduct both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of how multiple service implementation scenarios affect 
service profits. Our economic model accounts for factors such as the tenant 




estimations models, service architecture and the use of variability techniques. 
Our model shows how these factors affect service cost, revenue, profits and 
return on investment. To help Service Provider explore the space of decisions 
that affect service profitability, we built a tool called Service Profitability 
Analyzer (SPA). We illustrated the usage of our profitability model and 
supporting tool with experiments conducted on an open source package. The 
evaluation results provide quantitative insight to the benefit of incurring initial 
cost to address variability for higher long-term profitability.  We believe these 
results are useful to Service Providers to make more informed decision and 
help in building a business case that maximize service profitability. 
In the second part of this thesis, we evaluated the trade-offs between runtime 
and design-time adaptability techniques for mobile services. While runtime 
strategy with dynamic adaptation techniques is commonly used to adapt 
features for mobile apps, it has its limitations in other software qualities. On 
the other hand, construction time adaptation techniques limit the flexibility 
during runtime, it has its strengths in higher degree of security, performance 
and customizations.  
We first conducted mood self-assessment case study to explain why 
adaptability in mobile apps for healthcare is crucial and challenging. To 
address these challenges, we designed and develop both the construction and 
runtime adaptation techniques and conduct a qualitative analysis of the quality 
trade-offs between these two adaptation strategies based on ISO 25010 
(SQuaRE) quality model. Our analysis conclude that while RTAS enables 
flexibility to include new features at runtime, CTAS also does have its 




further recommend a list of use cases based on the strengths and limitations of 
each technique, enabling the Service Provider to better adapt their mobile 
services to achieve the required service quality. 
7.1 Contributions 
The following summarizes the key contributions and outcomes of our research 
work: 
 We propose a novel service profitability conceptual model to capture the 
factors that affect service profitability. Based on the model, Service 
Providers can qualitatively analyze profitability of various service 
implementation scenarios.  
 We propose an economic model with formal definitions based on the 
conceptual model and designed a highly configurable service profitability 
tool based on the economic model. Service Providers can quantitatively 
analyze the service profitability with experiments based on the tool and 
demonstrate new insights for Service Provider to make key decisions on 
adoption of service architectures, illustrating the usefulness of the tool and 
models. 
 We designed and developed two novel strategies (construction time and 
runtime) for adaptation of mood self-assessment mobile apps. Both 
strategies are evaluated by analysing their strengths-limitations based on 
the SQuaRE quality model, enabling the service provider to make a more 





7.2 Future Work 
The following list suggests future extensions of our research work: 
 As part of future work, we plan to further validate the adaptability driven 
economic model for service profitability by applying it in industry case 
studies. There are considerable challenges as noted in feedbacks from 
reviewers that the company will likely not implemented all the service 
architectures for cost comparisons. However, we can still validate the costs 
incurred for the implemented service architecture against the costs from 
our model. We noted that there are considerable differences in the models 
to be used and design the SPA tool to be flexible to incorporate variability 
(through the use of plug-ins) while providing a robust framework for 
analysing the service profitability.  
 There are also other questions that are of interest to Service Providers, 
which we intend to pursue on the impact of adaptability techniques. One 
common question from reviewers’ feedbacks is the impact of adaptability 
techniques to performance and security. The relationship between the 
adaptability of the architectures and the demand (tenant) arrivals and 
departures is also an interesting aspect to be research. 
 Currently, the mobile adaptation strategies are evaluated qualitatively. We 
further plan to analyze the mobile adaptation strategies with formulas so 
that developer can do a quantitative evaluation. 
7.3 Closing remarks 
Based on this research, we have shown that adaptability of the service plays an 




variability to adapt the service incurs early high cost but the benefits is 
substantial over the long run as shown in this thesis. In addition, the adoption 
of the right service adaptation strategy determines the level of service quality 
that can be achieved. We hope that this research would help the Service 
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8 Appendix #1 Case Study: Mood Self-Assessment on 
Smartphones  
Purpose 
With fast evolution of mobile technology, smartphones are becoming a 
potential tool for collecting user data that can be useful in medical treatment 
and self-monitoring for personal improvement, among many other possible 
applications. Among user data, mood is most elusive, difficult to capture, but 
at the same time important in devising intelligent human-computer 
interactions, affective computing [63] [63], and user-aware mobile apps. In 
mobile apps for healthcare (mHealth), knowing the fluctuations of patient’s 
mood patterns may be useful in patient monitoring, as an indicator whether a 
given medicine or medical intervention works for a patient or not. 
As mood is a subjective feeling, any study involving mood, emotion or 
consciousness in general we must take into account and accurately capture 
user’s perception of an experienced feeling. In last decades, psychologists 
developed a number of pen-and-paper self-assessment mood scales that have 
been empirically validated. A typical mood scale includes from two (core 
affect as described by Psychol  [64] [64] and Posner et al. [65] ) to 60 
(extended PANAS by Watson et al. [66] mood items that are believed to 
collectively characterize mood. These mood items are rated separately, 
typically on five-point scales (seven- and nine-point scales are also used in 




then computed from separately rated mood items. Mood scales are used in 
clinical practice, surveys, basic studies on mood in psychological research, 
and in attempts to build mood engines to infer mood from user behaviour 
captured by smartphones. 
There are good reasons to equip smartphones with mood self-assessment 
capability. Pen-and-paper scales use linguistic terms and numeric scales. 
Mobile technology creates interesting options to make mood self-assessment 
more intuitive. We may use color, changing brightness to reflect the intensity 
of the feeling, animation, visual effects, photos, sound or haptics (pressure or 
vibrations) to engage human senses that are more closely linked to mood than 
linguistic terms or numbers. Such mood reporting can be more intuitive 
therefore possibly more accurate than with pen-and-paper mood scales – a 
hypothesis that should be validated in future studies. Pen-and-paper life 
satisfaction and mood surveys are expensive to conduct and are usually 
limited to small sample of participants.  Similar surveys with smartphones 
could include large population, at low cost. If mood self-assessment via 
smartphones can be as accurate as pen-and-paper mood questionnaires, then 
smartphone-based surveys could lead to observations and findings beyond 
what was possible to achieve before with pen-and-paper surveys. Unlike pen-
and-paper surveys, smartphones can collect in-situ mood self-reports, many 
times during the day, over extended period of time. This also opens the 
possibilities of new types of mood studies, yielding new results compared to 
what was possible with pen-and-paper methods.  
Participants in mood studies may find entering mood frequently and for longer 




social connectivity, feedback, collaboration or competition (using gamification 
strategies) to counter such risks.  
We believe these mobile-technology-enabled strategies involving user’s 
senses can make mood self-assessment more intuitive and interesting for users 
than pen-and-paper mood scales. We hope mobile mood scales can achieve 
high accuracy of mood ratings, despite inconveniences and risks of having 
users rate their mood in real-life situations, without assistance of trained 
instructors.  
Overview of Mood Self-Assessment Rating Scales 
Psychologists through the decades have proposed several mood models and 
mood self-assessment scales. Typically, to assess the mood a person rates 
separately a number of mood items (or dimensions) which are combined into 
an overall mood score. Some mood scales offer a long list of items to be rated. 
While this may lead to accurate mood assessment, it also poses a practical 
problem of time and effort required for mood rating. Yet other mood scales 
may involve mood items that are not easily understood without a proper 
training. More recent proposals try to maximize ease of use, while providing 
satisfactory levels of accuracy. 
Circumplex model measures core affect that was found to be universally 
present in human emotions, and distinctly felt in our conscious experience 
described by Posner et al. [65] and Russell et al. [67] [67]. Core affect 
decomposes mood along the pleasure and arousal (or activation) dimensions. 
The pleasure dimension measures how positive or negative a person feels. The 




understood as a linear combination of these two dimensions, or as varying 
degrees of both pleasure and arousal. 
The PAD (Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance) model described by Mehrabian et al. 
[68] [68] adds the third dimension of Dominance to the core affect. PAD 
defines three nearly independent axis of the mood space.  
Core affect and PAD provide a powerful framework for representing mood 
and have been used in many mood studies. Still, direct rating mood on three 
PAD scales is not easy for participants, and usually requires training and 
assistance of expert instructors as described by Healey [69] [69] . 
Semantic Differential Scale (SDS) by Mehrabian and Russell [70] [70] is the 
first attempt to address the above problem, consists of six pairs of bipolar 
adjectives related to each PAD dimension, presenting a total of eighteen 
ratings. Validity of SDS for mood assessment was empirically confirmed, 
however providing six ratings for each of the three PAD dimensions was 
found time-consuming, and was generating hefty dataset for statistical 
analysis. SDS’s verbal rating system limited its applicability to native English 
populations.  
The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) by Bradley and Lang [71] [71] is a 
visual scale for measuring PAD. Each PAD dimension is associated with a 
series of manikins that express the rating levels for that dimension. Manikins 
change facial features, the energy level visualization, and size to enable 
intuitive ratings of PAD dimensions. Pictorial rather than verbal scales make 




SAM is also available. Our mobile mood scales too much extent were inspired 
by SAM.  
More recently, there have been attempts to make use of computers to measure 
mood instead of traditional pen-and-paper methods. One prominent work is 
AffectButton by Broekens and Brinkman [72] [72]. AffectButton is a PC tool 
for emotion self-reporting. It relies on PAD model to measure mood. The user 
moves the mouse over the graphical image of a human face that forms 
AffectButton’s user interface. The face changes the expression and the task of 
the user is to identify an expression that matches her mood. Each face 
expression shown by AffectButton corresponds to a unique combination of 
PAD values. AffectButton is simple and intuitive to use. This is very 
important in studies when participants are prompted to submit mood self-
reports in daily situations. AffectButton has not been validated as extensively 
as other mood scales, but we can safely say that using AffectButton we can get 
more accurate mood assessments than just by asking users whether they feel 
happy or sad, because the meaning of these words may be different from 
person to person. In contrast, a facial expression may be clearer to them. 
Lastly, using AffectButton is more fun than using scales involving linguistic 
and numeric terms. 
Cited over 7000 times, the Positive and Negative Affect by Watson et al. [66] 
[66] is based on the idea that people can feel good and bad at the same time as 
described by Larsen in [73] [73]. Hence, PANAS uses two scales to measure 
Positive Affect (PA) and Negative Affect (NA), respectively. Each scale 
consists of 10 mood items such as irritated, inspired, etc. For each of the 




feeling (lowest is 1: ‘very slightly or not at all’ and highest is 5: ‘extremely’). 
The PA and NA mood characteristics can be computed from the individual 
ratings by performing a principle factor analysis [66] [66]. 
According to Thompson [74], the original version of PANAS is quite long for 
studies in which participants are asked to report mood many times per day. 
Furthermore, the full 20-item PANAS contains some words that are 
ambiguous. A 10-item PANAS short form has been introduced to address the 
above shortcomings. Five of the 10 items measure PA and the other five items 
measure NA. 
Similar to PANAS, the Scale of Positive and Negative Experience (SPANE) 
by Diener et al. [75] [75] is designed to assess subjective feelings. SPANE 
comprises 12 items, six of which assess positive feelings and the other six 
items assess negative feelings. Unlike PANAS, SPANE includes general 
feelings, such as ‘positive’, ‘negative’ and “pleasant”, which allows it to 
reflect a full range of mood and feelings without creating a list of many items 
to fully reflect the diversity of positive and negative feelings [75] [75]. 
Therefore, ratings of individual items in SPANE can be combined to compute 
the overall mood rating. Lastly, SPANE does not contain items such as 
‘active’ and ‘strong’ that do not refer to feelings and items such as ‘jittery’ 
that have been found to be difficult to interpret for non-native English 
speakers. Each SPANE item is scored on a scale ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 
represents ‘not at all’ and 5 represents ‘extremely’. 
Addressing the issue of lengthy questionnaire-based mood scales, the 
Photographic Affect Meter (PAM) is designed to run on modern mobile 




Users of PAM are shown a grid containing photos of varying subject matter, 
each in some way depicting a mood state. Each photo is associated with a 
mood name. The arrangement of photos in PAM is relied on the Circumplex 
model. Users are prompted to select a photo that best describes how they feel 
right now. Users can reload the set of photos in case they are unable to find the 
photo that matches their feeling. 
Mobile Mood Self-Assessment Apps 
Mobile Mood Scales (MMS) app is a package of multiple mood scales on 
Android (4.1 or higher) smartphones. Users can customize MMS by selecting 
required mood scales and their features. The reader may choose to view the 
two demo videos [77] [78] of mobile mood before continuing to read this 
section.  
MMS app supports PANAS (20-item version), PANAS short form (10-item 
version), SPANE, AffectButton and PAM. PANAS, PANAS short form and 
SPANE mood scales are implemented in versions that closely reflecting their 
original pen-and-paper counterparts, and in enhanced versions that employ 
pictures and visual effects. Customization options allow the user to choose a 
required form of the scale. The MMS screen snapshots of scales below Figure 
51 demonstrate various options available to the user. For example, we show 
mobile SPANE in the original form, with numeric scales for rating 12 mood 





Figure 51 SPANE in MMS 
Users of SPANE shown in Figure 51 rate each of the 12 mood items on the 
scale from 1 to 5 using radio buttons. Pressing the icon in the bottom left 
corner of the screen saves the mood recording to the smartphone’s memory.  
While reporting mood, the user may comment on any special circumstances at 
the time when the mood rating was taken, by clicking the icon in the middle 
bottom of the screen. For example, if the user indicates that she is in a happy 
mood, she can note that she just received a gift from friends. The icon on the 
right bottom of the screen connects the user to friends or the doctor.  
In PANAS as shown in Figure 52, we show original scales enhanced with 
photos. Each of the 20 mood items is decorated with a photo that reflects the 
meaning of that item. Photos help user in case there is an ambiguity in the 
meaning of the items. In addition, the brightness of the photos changes 
according to user’s rating of each item, where 1 means lowest brightness and 5 
means highest brightness. 
There is much empirical evidence on picture-evoked affects that suggests that 




Lang [79]. We first considered the International Affective Picture System 
(IAPS), a collection of photos that makes up a validated instrument for 
evoking a variety of emotional responses [79]. However, as IAPS’s purpose is 
to elicit rather than to describe mood, we thought that by using IAPS photos in 
MMS we could be actually affecting the mood ratings. Eventually, we chose 
to use the online photo-sharing service Flickr (https://www.flickr.com/) under 
non-commercial license. We looked for the most popular photos with the same 
name tag as items in PANAS, PANAS short form and SPANE. We then 
conducted a focus group to select the best photo for each item. 
Another feature variation that we see in mobile PANAS of Figure 52 is a 
rating scale with a slider rather than a radio button as in the SPANE scale. For 
any mood scale, the user may choose either radio buttons or a slider. 
 
Figure 52 PANAS in MMS 
Figure 53 shows the MMS user interface for the AffectButton. As the user 




showing a range of emotions. As before, icons at the bottom allow the user to 
save the mood recording, make a note and share mood with friends or doctors.  
 
Figure 53. AffectButton in MMS 
 
Figure 54. PAM in MMS 
PAM scale is shown in Figure 54 with one of the sets of photos for mood 
selection. The set of photos can be changed in case the user cannot 




In SAM, PAD mood dimensions are decorated with a series of human-like 
manikins that express the rating levels for that dimension. Visualization of 
pleasure, arousal and dominance mood aspects makes mood assessment more 
intuitive as compared to verbal explanations. Our mobile version of SAM 
provides the following customizable features that intent further enhance 
intuition, relatedness and engagement of scale users:  
 Choice between original SAM manikin and a more human-like figure 
such as shown in Figure 55 
 Choice of male or female human-like figure and male, female or 
neutral for SAM manikin 
 Raising arms and changing brightness as the intensity of the feeling 
increases on the scale 
 Use of colour 
      
Figure 55 Mobile version of SAM 
Three female human-like figures in Figure 55 show three ratings of pleasure 





Figure 56.  Graphs of mood history in MMS 
Users can view their mood history through pie charts or bar charts as shown in 
Figure 56. These charts can be zoomed in or out flexibly based on user’s 
preference. Since MMS is an app primarily for research purpose, participants 
in experiments may be required to send their mood data to researchers 
regularly. Export feature allows the user to store a detailed report of their 
mood history in PDF or CSV formats, and email to a researcher as an 
attachment.   
Figure 57 shows how the user can share her mood with friends via Facebook, 





Figure 57.  Sharing mood feature in MMS 
Survey and Evaluation of Mood Self-Assessment Apps 
The novelty of our Mobile Mood Scales (MMS) app is the use of photos, 
visual effects, and multiple forms of rating scales, social connectivity and 
graphical views to feedback historical mood data to the user. We designed 
MMS to engage the user in mood reporting, making it possible to collect 
accurate mood data frequently, for extended time. We conducted a study to 
evaluate mobile scales and their various novel features that distinguish them 
from the original validated pen-and-paper scales 
We designed a new evaluation study for which we recruited 48 participants, 
comprising of graduates from Master and Graduate Diploma of System 
Analysis programmes at Institute of System Sciences, students from other 
faculties at NUS, and one faculty member from Kathmandu University, Nepal. 
The survey design follows the guidelines of ESOMAR/GRBN Guideline for 
online sample quality [80]. We validated the participant’s identity through an 




shared without the consent of the participant. The survey involves participants 
only in the age range above 18 with no involvement of children or young 
people and the ratio of males over females is estimated at 60% to 40%. The 
survey questions and inputs are automatically collected using Google Docs in 
a spreadsheet format. 
The study protocol: Our new study spread over 11 days. During first 10 days, 
participants used a specific configuration of one mood scale per day. They 
entered mood twice: the first time primarily concentrating on observing own 
mood, and the second time giving prime attention to app’s features and user 
interface. We asked participants to fill the survey just after they had entered 
the mood for the second time on a given day. On the final day, participants 
used pen-and-paper mood scales and we asked them to compare their 
impressions of using both modes of mood self-assessment. Each survey (both 
using mood scale and filling survey questions) only take less than 10 minutes 
to minimize break-off or disengage of the participant, potentially jeopardize 
data quality.  We did not conduct the pen-and-paper mood scale over another 
10 days due to concern of survey fatigue. Our approach is to introduce the 
pen-and-paper mood scales to the participants during survey briefing and 
again on day 11 after all the mobile mood scales to make their concluding 
remarks for pen-and-paper versus mobile mood scales. As in the initial study, 
we based survey questions on SUS described by Brooke in [81] and User 
Engagement Scale described by O’Brien and Toms in [82], with answers rated 
on 5-point scale from 1 - “Strongly disagree” to 5 - “Strongly agree”. Because 




mood scales need be done in a separate study, we did not collect the actual 
mood data to avoid privacy concerns. 
The website and survey: We provided solid motivation and background for 
participants to understand the reasons behind the survey in the pre-study 
meeting and available in the online article [83]. 
The results: In our survey, the participation rate (based on definition of 
ESOMAR/GRBN [80]) stands at 100% with completion rate at 98% (1 only 
complete 60% due to device incompatibility). The number of duplicate 
responses of each participant out of a total of 517 usable responses is 6 
(98.8%).   There were 5 questions related to the ease of use of various forms 
of mood scales, 2 questions related to the level of engagement, and 2 questions 
to rate the ease at which participants found a given scale helpful to relate to 
their mood. The results are shown in Figure 58.  
 




The survey included 7 questions to let participants evaluate how special 
features such as the use of colour, brightness, photos or animation helped them 
in mood rating. The summary of answers is shown in Figure 59. 
 
Figure 59 User preference for special features 
We also evaluated features such social connectivity or graphs showing mood 
data participants entered during the study (Figure 60) There were 6 questions 
in this category. 
 
Figure 60 Engagement and ease of use 
In the last part of the questionnaire, we asked participants to use original pen-
and-paper mood scales and compare their experience with mobile mood 
scales. We also asked the participants to rate their preferred mobile mood 
scale. There were 5 questions in this category and the results are shown in 





Figure 61 Mobile Scales versus Pen-Paper Scales 
 
Figure 62 Preferred mobile mood scales 
Observations: Participants favoured SAM over other scales for all the 
evaluation criteria. Furthermore, they favoured human-like figure over 
abstract icon-manikin used in original SAM. Most of the participants favoured 
male figure independently of their own gender. Participants found photos 
helpful in relating them to their mood, as shown in comparison of SPANE 
with and without photos (Figure 59).   
SAM and AffectButton received highest ratings in terms of engagement and 
ease of use. Viewing past mood data, social connectivity and help functions 
were found engaging, however there is room to improve ease of use of apps.  
83% of participants preferred mobile scales to pen-and-paper scales with SAM 
as the overall preferred mobile mood scale as shown in Figure 61 and Figure 
62. Interestingly, 45% of the general comments involve gender comparison or 
comparison between human and manikin of SAM, indicating the stickiness of 




As a summary of the survey, we extracted three quotes from the participants:  
(1) “Although I felt easier to just do a short mood survey once on pen-and-
paper, I would rather do it on a mobile if on a daily basis for the 
interactivity.”, (2)  “It is quite difficult to rate the mood on pen-and-paper only 
based on terms or static pictures.”, (3) “Paper work is boring unlike using the 
app which is more interesting and engaging with its colourful features and 
animation.”.  
Conclusion 
We have presented mobile versions of validated pen-and-paper mood 
assessment scales, including PANAS, PANAS short form, SPANE, 
AffectButton and PAM, implemented as an Android app called Mobile Mood 
Scales (MMS). Our intention was to experiment with the idea of using 
smartphones for in situ mood self-assessment. Mood rating in MMS is aided 
by visual effects such as changing brightness, animation, photos, social 
connectivity and graphical views to feedback of historical mood data to the 
user. Our motivation was that by involving user’s senses mood self-reporting 
could be more intuitive and interesting. In that way, we hoped to achieve high 
accuracy of mood ratings, despite inconveniences and risks of having users 
rate their mood in real-life situations, without assistance of trained instructors. 
We tried to apply mobile strategies to engage the user in mood self-reporting, 
so that mood data could be collected frequently, for extended period of time as 
it is required in many mood studies. For PANAS, PANAS short form, 
SPANE, and SAM to our best knowledge ours is the first attempt to bring pen-




MMS provides a platform for psychological studies of mood and emotion in 
real-life settings and for comparative studies of various mood scales. Other 
applications of MMS include mood tracking, as a mood self-assessment 
component for mHealth apps where it is important to know fluctuations of 
patient’s mood or to track the impact of a drug on person’s mood, , in large-
population low-cost mood and well-being surveys, and in research on inferring 
mood from smartphone user behaviour. We designed MMS as a customizable 
package of mood scales to ensure ease of adaptability to these multiple 
application contexts.  mHealth researchers and app developers can customize 
MMS by selecting a mood scale required for a given mHealth app or mood 
study, as well as specific optional features such as the use of visual effects for 
that scale. 
In an evaluation survey, we focused on usability of mobile mood scales, and 
their ability to help users relate to the experienced mood. We also checked 
user perception of mobile versus pen-and-paper mood scale. Among the 
results, 61% of 48 participants found special features such as use of colour, 
brightness and photos helpful in reflecting on own mood. 83% of 48 
participants preferred mobile mood scales over pen-and-paper scales. Mobile 






9 Appendix #2 ART (Adaptive Reuse Technique)  
ART is a kind of a pre-processor with cpp-like syntax. ART can do what cpp 
does, but also extends cpp's capability to manage software variability and 
write reusable software in general. ART organizes and instruments test 
templates for ease of adaptation and reuse.  
 
By declaring variables in the SPC file we then adapt the corresponding VCL 
(now known as ART) file. Through the processor, the java file gets created. 
Following summary of Adaptive Reuse Technique (ART) syntax as was 




File Types  
Execution Sequence ART processor starts processing the test templates 
with the specification file (has a *.spc extension). The 
processor executes statement by statement and 




input files (*.art file extension) can be created and 
adapted by calling from the spc file. 
# adapt command 
Syntax #adapt: file 
<customizations> 
#endadapt 
Attributes file : File name to be adapted 
Description Whenever ART processor encounters the ”#adapt 
file-A” command, processing of the current file is 
suspended and the processor starts processing file-A. 
Once processing of file-A is completed, the processor 
resumes processing of the current file for statements 
just after #adapt file-A. The syntax and scoping rules 
for commands used under #adapt command are the 
same as outside the #adapt command. 
Additional A chain of #adapt commands must not lead to 
recursion, i.e., no file can adapt itself directly or 
indirectly. 
# output command 
Syntax #output <path> 
Attributes The <path> can be absolute or relative path. 
Description Output command specifies the output file where the 
source code from the test template needs to be placed. 
If output file is not specified, then processor emits 
code to an automatically generated default file named 
defaultOutput in the main installation folder of the 
processor. 
# set command 
Syntax #set <var> = “value” 
OR 
#set <var> = “value1”, “value2”, “value 3”… 
Attributes <var> Single or multi valued variable. 
Description #set command declares a test template variable and 
sets its value. With the #set command, we can either 
declare single and multi-value variables. 
Expressions 
Syntax ?<<expression>>? 
Description Expressions are written between question mark '?' 
characters. There are three types of expressions, 





Note: A direct reference to variable x is written 
as?@x?. 
1. A name expression can contain variable references 
(example ?@x?), and combinations of variable 
references (example ?@x@y@z?). 
2. A string expression can contain any number of 
name expressions intermixed with character strings. 
To evaluate a string expression, we evaluate the name 
expressions from the left to the right of the string 
expression, replace name expressions with their 
respective values and concatenate with character 
strings. 
3. An arithmetic expression can contain any 
mathematical expression. When an arithmetic 
expression is a well-formed, the processor recognizes 
it as such and evaluates its value. An arithmetic 
expression can contain ‘+’, ‘-’, ‘*’, ‘/’ operators and 
nested parenthesis. Usual operator precedence rules 
as in programming languages such as Java is 
applicable. 
Additional Arithmetic and String expression cannot be mixed 
together. An expression is either purely string or 
purely mathematical in nature. 
insert-break 




Description An #insert command replaces all matching #break 
with its content. Matching is done by a name (breakX 
in the example). #break 
Loops and Selections 
Syntax #while mul-val-var1, mul-val-var2 . . . 
content 
#endwhile 
Description Command #while is a generation loop that iterates 
over its body and generates custom text at each 
iteration. The #while command is controlled by one 
or more multi-value variables. The ith value of each 
of the control variables is used in ith iteration of the 
loop. This implies that all the control variables should 
have the same number of values, and their respective 




of the loop. 
Syntax #select <control-variable> 
#option-undefined 
% this will be executed if <variable> 
% is not defined 
. . . 
#endoption-unindefined 
#option <value> 
% this will be executed if value of <variable> 
% is the given <value> 
. . . 
#endoption 
#option <value2|value3> 
% this will be executed if value of <variable> 
% is <value2> OR <value3> 
. . . 
#endoption 
. . . 
#otherwise 
% this will executed if <variable> is defined, 
% and none of the options corresponds to value 
% of <variable> 
. . . 
#endotherwise 
#endselect 
Description Command #select allows us to choose one of many 
customization options. With the #select command we 
can select one of many options, depending on the 
value of a control variable. The processor selects and 
processes in turn all the #options whose values match 
the value of the control variable. #option-undefined is 
processed if control variable is undefined. #otherwise 
is processed if none of the #options can be selected. 
Additional #while and #select are often used together. #while 
command is often used for test code generation. For 
instance, generating test case for testing database 





Syntax % comments 
Description Text following % is considered a comment. In order 
to ignore a % symbol a tester can use? 
#setloop command 
Description Keeping track of corresponding values becomes 
troublesome in while loop, especially when variables 
have many values that are often changed. Any 
mismatch of values may cause an annoying error. 
#setloop command alleviates this problem by 
allowing us to organize the values of control variables 
to be used in a while loop in a more intuitive and less 
error prone way than multi-value variables do. The 
basic usage scenarios for this command can be 
directly translated into #set commands that control 
#while in the usual way. #setloop command organizes 
values of loop control variables into a table, where 
rows are formed by loop iteration and columns by 
values of control variables. 
 
 
